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“Many companies have a statement of purpose. Not many have it specified in terms of knowledge, motivation and action. There are less that integrate it in their strategy. And very few harmonize it with the purposes of their people. This book explains how to do all these things.”

—Antonio Argandoña, Emeritus Professor, IESE Business School, Spain

“Establishing a good purpose for the organization, with business sense and consistent with the common good of the society, is primordial for a conscious management. This book will help to reflect on corporate purpose, in its institutional role and as a driver for management and for sound leadership.”

—Domènec Melé, Holder of the Chair of Business Ethics, IESE Business School, Spain

“Purpose has become a popular term in the field of business management. However, few can unambiguously articulate its multi-faceted conceptual meaning. Even less know how to turn purpose into concrete action in organizations. The book of Rey, Bastons, and Sotok fulfills such needs with clarity, depth, and elegance.”

—Yih-teen Lee, Professor, Department of Managing People in Organizations, IESE Business School, Spain

“Purpose is of central importance both to individuals, and to organizations. A book devoted to the exploration of these issues is most welcome, and could benefit anyone interested in helping to form a more purpose-driven organization.”

—Tyler J. VanderWeele, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, USA

“Corporate purpose is a popular topic; one that unfortunately is not always truly understood. This book’s authors not only understand the true, core definition of an organization’s purpose—“the very broad reason for its existence”—but also provide an insightful analysis of how to make it real in the enterprise.”

—Roger Bolton, President of the Arthur W. Page Society, USA

“This book provides thoughtful direction for the new organization and the people in it. The authors’ categories of purpose describe a way for managers to develop structures for living up to common economic goals without losing a sense of discipline and humanity.”

—Laura Nash, Cambridge, MA, USA
“We are navigating in a new economic and social cycle which experts refer to as the purpose economy. Those organizations with a clear and relevant purpose perform better than competitors. This book helps you to understand the strategic importance of having and activating the corporate character, and makes you to realise the role that companies can play in society.”

—José Manuel Velasco, *Past President of the Global Alliance for Public Relations and Communication Management, Spain*
In my early twenties, I almost quit my first significant leadership role. I had been elected executive director of a new non-profit which at its seasonal peak involved hundreds of adult volunteers. Most of the year-round the staff were almost twice my age. The pressure felt immense. But I was elected because ostensibly, without kids yet, I had more free time. There was really no one else who wanted the position.

In a moment of decision, I thought about just being a vessel for the organization’s purpose and doing my best. I remember falling short of this ideal at times but it was enough of a shift to go on.

I was reminded of this story when I read the book you’re holding, *The Purpose-Driven Organization*.

It’s rare that I finish a business book because few say things that are new. But this book has a timeless, incontrovertible idea that sadly feels radical today——the most effective organizations have individuals who are deeply aligned with their own purpose and the alignment of this purpose with that of an organization is possible. And the reason this is possible is because ultimate meaning, a telos, is accessible even to the largest enterprises if one’s eyes are lifted upwards. While maybe uncommon, this idea is not entirely novel. In 1958, Dave Packard said something similar, “As we look to [sic] future we must keep opportunity for each individual to have opportunity to achieve his aspirations—to utilize his abilities for common benefit of us all. Our underlying objectives [sic] to find the best balance between the individual responsibility and … to combine with it a desire and incentive to join this in an objective to contribute to the strength of the corporation as a whole.”1

What follows is an entry in my journal, handwritten but transcribed here, where I was ruminating on the nature of humanization and purpose in large
organizations. I shared it privately with a friend who turned out to be one of the co-authors of the Purpose-Driven Organization. I was asked if this entry could be used for an introduction. I was hesitant at first but then I read a draft of this book and met one of the editors, Dr. Carlos Rey. The book responds to the questions in my entry. Dr. Rey’s own testimony closes this book, but really it should have been the introduction. I suggest perhaps reading it first as it lends life and vigor to the work of the rest of his colleagues.

**From a Journal Entry Dated November 24, 2018**

What is it that contributes to the banality of many jobs? A disconnection between one’s efforts and the manifestation of that effort. That manifestation is often best received physically. There is something satisfying say about farming in a way that is not evident in much knowledge work.

Focus also has something to do with it. A diffusion of effort seems to rob one of the opportunity to realize some weight behind one’s contributions.

So many of the essentials of modern living are enabled by products of industrial scale organizations and processes. But these organizations and processes seem to tend towards dehumanization. Novelty, autonomy, connection seem to be missing, almost antithetical to the needs of the industrial ethos. Does it have to be this way? Do large scale enterprises require de-individuation? Is this level of de-individuation an artifact of the current state of technology and what it takes to marshal human capital towards large scale and repeatable ends? Will this diminish as technologies such as robotics and AI supplant much of human labor? We don’t lament over the banality of gears in a motor.

What would a large scale (10’s of thousands) enterprise that fully realizes humanity look like? Would it be more like a city, where each individual is pursuing individual ends in a cooperative state? Is it like open source software? Where self-motivated individuals create and refine a product driven by commonly understood ethos? Wikipedia?

What is the dehumanization being referenced? Tedium, pointless tasks. Fear leading to hierarchical obsequiousness. A disconnection to purpose.

What can be lost however is that the world’s advancement relies on scaled organizations. Dams. Medical equipment. Schools. National security. These all can’t and shouldn’t be vacated. But how much humanization is attainable in these institutional efforts? And what is one’s role in these institutions? It’s a question of one’s obligation to the causes as well as thinking fundamentally about the telos of large scale organizations.
Maybe the current limits of how humanized a large organization can be is a reflection of the limits of human societies in general. And one does their best in their circle of influence.

Hewlett-Packard
San Diego, CA, USA

Louis Kim
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Part I

Understanding Purpose-driven Organizations
The New Logic of Purpose Within the Organization

Carlos Rey, Jon San Cristobal Velasco, and Juan Almandoz

During a full day of onboard training for new employees, the CEO was asked to explain, firsthand, the purpose of the company. When he ended his talk, a young man raised his hand and said: “I love that I work for a company with a real purpose but, tell me one thing … what should my purpose be in this company?” The CEO was a bit surprised and visibly unsure on how to answer the question. The instructor of the training—a very wise man—took the floor and said: “Today the CEO has explained to you the company’s purpose, but for your purpose in this company …, that’s something you will need to discover for yourself.”

As organizations search for a more humanistic approach to management, there is an increasing call to embrace “an intentional and broader focus on purpose.”1 The idea of purpose has been around management for decades. In
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fact, organizations that have formally stated their organizational purpose are now quite common. However, the presence of purpose is not a phenomenon exclusive to the organization alone. Evidence from the field shows that the idea of purpose is also present and it develops at an individual level within the organizations.²

In this introductory chapter, we argue that the fulfillment of personal purpose within organizational purpose is the essence of truly purpose-driven organizations. But discovering this scope requires one to evolve from a neoclassical logic of management to one that is based on, what we will call here, the new management logic of purpose.

Recognizing Purpose

Whether collective or individual, purpose represents the “why” of our actions and efforts. And, more importantly, it specifies our contribution to this world and to the society in which we live. The presence of purpose is a trend that has been growing in recent decades³ and, we believe, will certainly continue to grow in the future. Most notably because the concept of purpose is becoming a necessary and key element for creating meaningful organizations in a competitive environment that is strongly marked by inconsistency and uncertainty.

At the organizational level, purpose is generally associated with concepts such as mission, vision, or ultimate aspirations. However, purpose is commonly considered as the basic idea—the essence—that underlies and sustains the meaning of these concepts. More specifically, purpose can be considered as the foundation of the mission.⁴ Think for example on Tata’s purpose: “to improve the quality of life for the communities we serve.”⁵ In this sense, purpose is not a mere declaration to stakeholders, but is, in fact, the very broad reason for its existence.⁶ Purpose represents an overarching commitment to society that includes broader aims, such as “making a difference,” or “improving lives,” or “reducing harm” and “[Purpose] acknowledges the interdependence of business and society— [as] one cannot flourish without the other.”⁷

Purpose is usually defined in short sentences or ideas that express the positive impact and legacy a company aims to leave on this world. Purpose is inspiring, helping companies go beyond their self-imposed limitations and strive for the seemingly impossible. For example, the purpose of Disney is “to use our imagination to bring happiness to millions.” 3M hopes to “improve every company, every home, every life.” Google is “to organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” Purpose can also be found by looking at areas where people feel excluded, or where their poten-
tial to contribute has been disregarded or overlooked by society. This is the case, for example of La Fageda, a Catalan yogurt manufacturer where almost all its workers have a mental disability. Their purpose is to “make work meaningful.”

And we know, when companies are true to their purpose, ordinary employees can do extraordinary things. Consider, for example, the behavior of staff members at the Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai, a hotel of the Tata Group. On November 26, 2008, ten armed terrorists seized the hotel. Without hesitation, staff members, in the middle of what was described as a war-like situation, formed a human chain helping guests to escape by shielding them from terrorists’ bullets. No one ordered this, there were no manuals or instructions on how to act in such an extreme situation. Some of the staff were wounded and others died as a result of their decision. Not surprisingly, managers of the hotel had no explanation for the staff’s selfless actions.

This example certainly points to the power of purpose. However, research has consistently revealed that, in general, these cases are exceptional. Likewise, purpose-driven companies have always been admired, regarded as something extraordinary, and, to a certain extent, anomalies of the established understanding of management. The successful cases, characterized by exceptional leaders that break the norms, have been extensively analyzed in order to understand their success. But when transferring the “good practices” from purpose-driven companies to traditional organizations, results have consistently failed to live up to that of their role models.

To that extent, it has been problematic that academics and consultants have tried to analyze and emulate purpose-driven organizations but with the wrong management logic. It is like trying to see a landscape with reading glasses: you see shapes, but you miss the intimate details and the beauty of the whole. This is probably the most important insight for those who truly want to create a purpose-driven organization. Because if one uses the wrong logic, it is nearly impossible to harness the power of purpose. With a misleading logic, purpose appears to be something strange, ambiguous, and extraordinary while, in reality, it is something natural, unambiguous, and ordinary.

**Purpose Demands a New Management Logic**

Today, most business organizations are embedded in what scientists call the classical and neoclassical logic of management. Under such logic, organizations are seen as “machines” or “organisms” that are “designed to achieve predetermined goals in different environments.” It is relatively easy to see
the dominance of this management logic in practice. When an employee joins an organization, for example, the basic management context that defines his or her work is established by tasks, competences, and objectives. A manager will make sure that new employees understand what to do and how to do it, but rarely does a manager truly care about **WHY** they do it.\(^{13}\) One way or another, the logic goes: as long as people do their jobs, it does not really matter why they do them. However, this logic, that has driven organizations during the last century, is insufficient to understand purpose-driven organizations.

To understand purpose-driven organizations, we need to shift to a *postindustrial management logic*\(^{14}\) which provides a more comprehensive view of the person and the organization. From this perspective, the meaning of work for the individual is something unique, of immense value, and is perceived as his or her deepest purpose in life. This is what some call “the anthropological” view of organizations,\(^ {15}\) and what we refer to here as the new management logic of purpose. In this view, a company is a place where each member's personal purpose develops, starting with that of the entrepreneur or founder, but ultimately ending with all employees. Over the last years, the seeds of this new logic have been planted in several theories of meaningful work, corporate social responsibility, authentic leadership, servant leadership, social entrepreneurship, humanistic management, and the time to benefit from all those advances is now close at hand.\(^ {16}\)

In this context, the old logic of management evolves into the new logic of purpose, characterized by three main traits that, we believe, will gradually become dominant in organizations (see Fig. 1.1). The first—**personal purpose**—introduces the idea of individual purpose in the organizational arena, the second—**self-management**—is the context where personal purpose flourishes within the organization, and the third—**unity**—is the natural connection between the personal and organizational purpose. Only under the lens of these three principles can organizations appreciate the true scope and beauty of a purpose-driven organization (Table 1.1).

### Table 1.1 Fundamental traits of the new logic of purpose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The new logic of purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Personal Purpose

During the twentieth century, in a relatively stable institutional and competitive environment, the purpose of individuals within the organization was neglected in organizational theory and practice. Once organizational purpose was established by the founders or directors, employees were then expected to derive meaning and significance in their work. In this way, personal purpose was regarded implicitly subsumed by the notion of organizational purpose. Purpose development was seen primarily as a top-down exercise of charismatic leadership, creating strong and stable cultures which would define and dictate the meaning of work to individuals.

But the panorama of the twenty-first century is very different. Disrupted business models and market volatility are commonplace. Competitive advantage, which in the past was the cornerstone of strategy, now gives way to creating temporary and transient advantage. This requires redefining activities and organizational focus at a rate that would have been dizzying in the past. Strategy is based no longer on accurate predictions of the future, but on developing dynamic skills and capabilities that allow individuals and organizations to adapt rapidly. In this changing and uncertain world, employees no longer find solace in top-down definitions of organizational purpose. Today, more than ever, managing the tension between what people perceive as their personal purpose and the constant change required by the preferences of clients, employees, shareholders, suppliers, and other stakeholders, can be difficult.

One example of this reality comes from Barclay’s CEO Antony Jenkins. Barclays, like all banks, was struggling through the financial crisis, taking its fair share of knocks. But when the Libor scandal broke, employees suffered a great loss in their sense of meaning: “that was devastating for the organization … the reactions of the society at large were very difficult to deal with … [and] the organization lost its sense of self”.\(^{17}\) It is clear that modern societies demand more from organizations. These new challenges, along with the increasing ambiguity we face as institutional models shift, only amplifies the loss of meaning in corporations,\(^{18}\) divisions, departments, and especially, individuals within the organization.\(^{19}\) Coping with external uncertainty and turbulence, organizations need to reinforce internal meaning. Because when the organization’s purpose is unclear, the meaning of work for individuals severely suffers. This can be seen in the personal crises currently experienced by many professionals who find their careers meaningless, despite having reached great performance-related victories.
From this loss of personal meaning, a new paradigm has emerged: the idea of personal purpose at work. Nowadays, individual purpose can no longer be neglected or implicitly associated with organizational purpose. Employees do not wait for their companies to tell them the ultimate meaning of their work, they take the plunge and lead their own search. This is something that is generally increasing and especially prominent in our millennial generation, where a keen interest in more purposeful living as well as a shift toward collectivistic values is emerging.\(^\text{20}\) Organizations should not fear this new reality, but on the contrary, gain an understanding of its enormous potential and implications for both the organization and the individual. Think about cases like Unilever, Medtronic, ISS Facility Services, or Telefónica—in recent years, these organizations have developed intensive programs in order to help their employees reflect on their own purpose. Without such clarity and engagement from the individual, efforts to push for an organizational purpose upon them may result in more harm than good.

The question of purpose must be raised by each employee, thus shaping the dynamism required for the organization’s purpose. Companies can do this by helping each person actively search for the “why” in their work, guided by the organization’s overarching “why.” This is a task that is ongoing, and will require discipline to regularly reflect, revise, and update.

In addition to talking about their company’s purpose, managers must learn to talk about the unique purpose of the individuals within the company, starting with their own. They should learn to “listen” and understand their employees’ purpose, from the selection process onward, in order to guide its development and harmonization with the company’s purpose. This connection is totally unique for each employee, as it emerges from the personal life purpose of each individual. Although some may believe the emerging presence of purpose within organizations to be a mere tactic for branding or employee engagement, we believe it is a sign of the redefinition of meaning at work that will continue to evolve in the future. This idea of connecting individual and organizational purpose, at all levels of the company, is here to stay as a necessary element for facing market environments defined by inconsistency and uncertainty.

**Self-Management**

Because a person’s purpose is an intimate personal concept, connected to self-identity, it cannot be managed “from the outside.” Attempts to dictate purpose from outside-in will come across as manipulative or paternalistic. Purpose is not something that the company grants, orders, defines, or requests. Nor
does purpose derive from functional positions. Certainly, purpose is not something negotiated, as might be the case with salary or objectives. It is not the company that defines purpose for individuals, but individuals who endow their work with a purpose. In purpose, there are no bosses, superiors, orders, or chain of command.

Individuals at work discover and define the purpose of their work, and the only ones who can fully assess its scope and meaning. It is precisely this evaluation of purpose that differentiates the new logic of purpose from old management paradigms. This evaluation prompts people to reflect upon: why they exist, the point of their work, and how is the world better because of it. Under this new logic, the individual answers to these questions become the cornerstone of the purpose-driven organization. And no answer can be satisfying unless it comes “from within” in a completely free and voluntary way. The new logic of purpose requires people to lead the evolutionary process of their own purpose at work. Only then is the company truly purposeful, when employees, through the exercise of their freedom, take on the leadership of their own purpose at work, and hence they voluntarily connect with the organization’s purpose.

For this reason, alongside the presence of purpose, an increasing interest has emerged in self-management and job crafting theories. Self-management does not mean giving up on organizational governance or hierarchy. It is about embracing a concept of freedom that means “trusting employees to think and act independently on behalf of the organization.” In this sense, self-management is about effectively abandoning the idea of managing people. There is a fundamental reason at play here: purpose-driven individuals do not want to be managed. In fact, they instinctively resist being managed as they know it results in lower self-expression and realization. Being managed or controlled from the outside feels unnatural, and suboptimal to free and responsible individuals, and it deters their experience of meaningful and purposeful work.

In purpose-driven organizations, maximum value comes from people who manage themselves. This was something difficult to imagine in the past, but now, with the help of technology and communication, it is a reality in many organizations. In the era of the “purpose economy,” managers must be capable of facilitating self-management in their teams and allowing as much autonomy as possible within the boundaries of needed coordination and alignment.

Unity

Unity is an organizational phenomenon that results from the connection of individual purposes. When people in a group or organization share a common purpose, it generates unity between them. Sharing a common purpose,
identifying with it, results in the unity of the organization. A defining characteristic of unity is that it is achieved on a “person to person” basis. Every person counts. Each time an employee connects his or her personal purpose with the company purpose, the level of unity increases. Likewise, every time someone moves away from the company purpose, the level of unity decreases. Thus, fostering the development and connection of purpose within each individual greatly influences the capacity to generate organizational unity.

Take, for example, the way in which the president of Ferrer, a leading European pharmaceutical company, addressed his team: “We are not a group, we are not a corporation, we are not an assembly of companies: we are ONE.” His words express the belief that unity cuts much deeper than alignment of goals and objectives, which one would expect in a group, or a corporation. Certainly, unity is related to a sense of teamwork, commitment, and collaboration—yes, these are, in part, signs of unity, but unity goes beyond this. Unity is achieved by shared connections at the level of purpose.

It is helpful to think of unity not as something that can be controlled or manipulated from the outside. It has to be fostered from within the individuals that must be united within the organization. This idea is clearly understood by companies such as Bimbo, whose employees, shortly after joining, take a course to help reflect on their personal purpose and values relative to those of the company. Behind this course, attended by all of its 130,000 employees around the globe, is the founder’s deep-rooted belief that—the company has a soul made by the souls of each of its workers.”

It is important not to confuse unity with strategic alignment. Strategic alignment connects the “what and how” of individuals and organization through such structures as roles and incentives. Unity, on the other hand, connects the “why” of the organization and the “why” of the persons. The nature of strategic alignment is linear and mechanistic, from top to bottom, while unity of purpose is nonlinear as it emerges as much from individuals as from the organization. As Bartlett and Ghoshal argue, purpose is something different from the model in which managers define strategy and put in place systems to ensure “employees toe the line.” Unity should not be thought of in terms of alignment from top to bottom. Rather unity should be seen as a co-creation between the organization and the individuals in it that could be represented concentrically (see Fig. 1.1). Indeed, it is no surprise that some purpose-driven organizations—e.g. Walt Disney—traditionally did not display vertical hierarchical organizational charts but concentric ones.
The Rise of the New Logic of Purpose

In short, we consider that the growing presence of purpose, both in companies and individuals, is an indicative sign of a new evolutionary logic of management. Like the way classical management logic prompted the division of labor, and the neoclassical logic prompted the development of organizational alignment, perhaps a new organizational theory will form, one that guides the development of the new logic of purpose within organizations. This new theory will spawn the emergence of organizational “members,” those agents and individuals who identify with the organization’s purpose and want to contribute toward its fulfillment. Traditional organizational boundaries will become more and more subject to question\(^\text{31}\) and will evolve toward a wider view, based on the new logic of purpose.

But how close are we to this reality? No doubt, organizations are in different positions along the spectrum. Most mature companies, in stable markets, are closer to the old logic of management. They will need to shift as the uncertainty and ambiguity challenge their performance. And digital economy corporations such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon, which were created with ideals closer to the new logic of purpose, are influential to the movement. While many universities, hospitals, and non-profit organizations, which, quite often, have mistakenly developed under the classical and neoclassical
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logic, will see the new logic of purpose as a way of realizing their true spirit of purpose-driven organizations.

Although more and more companies and institutions are embracing purpose-driven practices, the true potential of this new approach is yet to be discovered. There are many challenges and obstacles that need to be overcome, and many questions yet to be answered. Exploring these questions is the aim of this book.

And in exploring them, we hope to help organizations and individuals understand how personal purpose is best developed and applied in the workplace and, most importantly, how to ensure its coherence and consistency to a given person’s work. These are important questions to answer if we expect to overcome the inertia of the dominant and traditional logic of management and not succumb to the tension between purpose and the pressure of short-term financial results.

Notes


11. Management logics are principles or paradigms that transcend a specific organization and affect the management field. They are defined as “sets of macro-level beliefs and values that strongly influence management practice and theory” and refer to “assumptions about the nature of organizations” embodied in certain dominant principles. Dijksterhuis, M. S., Van den Bosch, F. A., & Volberda, H. W. (1999). Where do new organizational forms come from? Management logics as a source of coevolution. *Organization Science, 10*(5), 569–582.


14. This logic implies that individuals at work “are able to perceive and to experience reality as a meaningful and coherent whole, giving sense to decisions and actions within the organization.” Dijksterhuis, M. S., Van den Bosch, F. A., & Volberda, H. W. (1999). Where do new organizational forms come from? Management logics as a source of coevolution. *Organization Science, 10*(5), 569–582.


16. We can see the evolution of this new management logic over four stages: First, academics and practitioners pose new management principles that significantly deviate from the current state of the art. Second, the management trendsetters select certain core principles that seem promising as solutions to existing problems. Third, accompanied by social, psychological, technical, or economic changes that force the introduction of the new principle, followers are convinced of its rationality. Finally, adoption and diffusion of the new logic takes place. Abrahamson, E. (1991). Managerial fads and fashions: The diffusion and rejection of innovations. *Academy of Management Review, 16*(3), 586–612.


26. Mexican multinational company, one of the leading food companies in the world with the purpose: “Building a sustainable, highly productive and deeply humane company.”

27. Lorenzo Servitje (1918–2007).
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Harmonization of Personal and Organizational Purpose

Carlos Rey and Ivan Malbašić

Like most companies, Unilever has lived under a set of corporate values that have been the mainstay of the organization for decades. In 2014, inspired by these principles, the company launched a program called “Brand Purpose” with the intent of transmitting the corporate purpose across all the brands. In the same year, the company started another program called “Personal Purpose” in which it encouraged the employees, all over the world, to find their own meaning in the work they did.

Today, more than half of the Unilever brands have implemented Brand Purpose and more than 30,000 employees have participated in the personal purpose program. The internal results of the company have indicated that those brands in which purpose was implemented grew twice as fast as those which did not. And the employees who implemented their personal purpose had less burnout, greater productivity, and more innovation.

As we have seen at Unilever and many other companies, evidence from the field shows that purpose is being infused increasingly at both the corporate and the individual levels. Behind this practice is the idea of connecting individual purpose to that of the organization—what we refer to in this book
as unity—making its way into companies in what clearly seems to be a constant upward trend. In this chapter, we are going to see the essence of this connection and consider its fundamental nature, along with the processes that ensure it remains vibrant over time. Built upon recent research on plural identity and authenticity at work, a two-sided view of purpose is developed, suggesting the harmonization of personal and organizational purposes across two basic dimensions: purpose fluidity and purpose synergy. The first is related to the exchange of meaningful representations between personal and organizational purposes. The second relates to the way personal and organizational purposes partly or fully integrate with each other.

**Connecting the Two Sides of Purpose**

Scholars typically refer to purpose from a perspective that moves from the organization to the individual, and so organizations typically define a purpose, then communicate it to their employees to offer a sense of purpose in their work. With this approach, employees need to incorporate the purpose of the organization into their own viewpoint in order to give higher meaning to their efforts. Consequently, individuals see their work as more than just a simple task, understanding it as something that contributes significantly to a higher cause. To the extent that employees internalize the organizational purpose, it affords them an opportunity to transcend the task themselves, giving them a more meaningful understanding of their work. In this regard, the organization’s ultimate purpose “provides” a sense of purpose to its employees.

We can see this, for example, in the anecdote about the well-known NASA janitor who said, “I’m not mopping floors, I’m putting a man on the moon.”1 The study of this case and others investigates how leaders and their rhetoric motivate employees to internalize an organization’s purpose. Like this study, much of the traditional research around purpose over recent decades has been based on this notion that purpose flows from the organization to the individual.

However, there is another side of purpose, an equally important and impactful side, that has been much less explored in management literature. It is the perspective that argues purpose must also be created and moved “from the individual to the organization.” In this perspective, individuals derive a sense of meaning in their work from their personal purpose. And this plays a crucial role in the development of meaning because one’s own purpose is an enormous source of motivation. It endows any task with deeper meaning, while reinforcing the individual’s value system. When individuals approach their work from personal purpose, their aspirations are encouraged, and they
become more energized in their current roles. Personal purpose “empowers individuals with timeless strength in the midst of change.” More than merely fulfilling a task or doing a job, employees feel they are “being themselves at work,” incorporating into the organization their unique purpose in life.

Some may think that this is attainable only for those in high positions or in vocational professions, but it is not. The work of ISS Facility Services in fostering purpose development in their employees, for instance, offers convincing examples of how one can create a higher sense of purpose even for mundane work. This is the case of the ISS cleaning professional, who works in a Næstved Municipality school in Denmark. She reflects upon her passion for serving others through her statement: “By keeping the school clean, I help the students focus on learning and developing their talents—while I do the same in my job every day.” Or consider a general worker in charge of cleaning and changing the bed linen at the Tzu Chi Hospital in Taiwan who expressed his work as: “Helping patients on the way to recovery with a clean sheet.” These examples challenge the understanding that some tasks have less personal meaning than the work found in professions such as medicine or education, and indicate that finding meaning at work is not a matter of the kind of work you do but, rather, of the kind of person you want to be.

Such examples of purpose at work, seen in the employees referred to above, can be as powerful and meaningful as “putting a man on the moon” was for the NASA janitor. By connecting the personal purpose with work, people find a much greater understanding of the transcendence of their efforts, and more importantly, reinterpret those efforts over time.

The combination of these two notions of purpose—“from organization to individual” and “from individual to organization”—offers a more comprehensive view of the full potential of purpose in organizations. This duality of purpose not only suggests that a company “inspire” the individual, but also that a company “is inspired” by the personal purpose of each of its employees. Indeed, the purpose of the organization can provide guidance for each individual, but it should not replace the experience of every employee to discover his or her personal purpose at work.

This is consistent with research that has “demystified charismatic/transformational leadership” by demonstrating that, in purpose-driven organizations, individuals connect their work not only to the collective purpose, but also to their own personal purpose. This can also be seen in the research regarding plural work identity harmonization. When harmonizing purpose, individuals connect the corporate purpose with their personal purpose, finding plural sources of meaning and a sense of purpose in their daily work. Following this framework (see Table 2.1), harmonization enhances the understanding of
how personal and organizational purposes support each other by dynamically exchanging meaning (purpose fluidity) as well as intersecting it to enrich each other (purpose synergy). This requires overcoming the “myth of two separate worlds” in which work identities are completely disconnected from non-work identities. In the two-sided notion of purpose, individuals authentically receive meaning from the purpose of the organization and the organization authentically receives meaning from the purpose of each employee. It is related to what some call the “ideological currency” that enhances the psychological contract between the employee and the organization.

### Nurturing Fluidity

Purpose fluidity explains how individuals and organizations exchange meaningful representations of purpose at work, enhancing the sense of purpose when flowing dynamically between personal and organizational purposes. In other words, fluidity is not just using one representation of purpose (personal or organizational), but combining both at the same time, flowing from the personal to the organizational and vice versa, as is shown in Fig. 2.1. Fluidity then is based on what an organization’s purpose means to the individual as well as what the individual’s purpose means to the organization.

Fluidity is a powerful source of meaning and personal flourishing. It occurs when employees see and experience that contributing to the corporate purpose helps them to develop their personal purpose in life. Following the previous example, fluidity can be illustrated by such examples as “helping to put a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose harmony</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Fluidity        | Reinforcement between personal and organizational and purpose | • Providing employees with representations of impact to the organization and its beneficiaries  
• Helping employees reflect on their purpose at work  
• Acknowledging the purpose of each employee |
| Synergy         | Intersection between personal and organizational purpose | • Hiring for fitting into the organizational purpose  
• Discovering purpose that already exists in organizational members  
• Designing career paths around the connection between personal and organizational purpose |
man on the moon reinforces my personal purpose of making an impact on society.” Of course, purpose fluidity does not come by simply elaborating creative axioms, but from these connections becoming profoundly ingrained in the minds and hearts of individuals.

We have seen many practices that foster purpose fluidity. This is the case, for example, of Novo Nordisk, a company that makes medicines for diabetics, and requires that all new employees spend a day with a diabetes patient.9 It is also the case for ISS Facility Services, where top managers spend one day a year performing frontline positions, such as cleaning or maintenance, in the premises of their clients. These practices are a source of what some call “a beneficiary contact,”10 helping individuals to experience and gain greater consciousness of their organization’s purpose.

We could offer many testimonies of people who, with pride and gratitude, refer to how such practices have helped them become both better persons and better citizens. Indeed, one of the unmistakable signs of a purpose-driven company is that, in an ordinary and sometimes unnoticed way, it positively influences the families and personal relationships of their employees. By encouraging various representations of the corporate purpose, employees find greater sources of meaning from which to choose. What does the purpose of the company in which I work mean to me? And how does it help me in the development of my purpose? These are central questions in the workshops at Bimbo, for example, where 130,000 employees reflect upon their personal purpose along with that of the organization.

Besides, fluidity is related to the question: what do various individual employee purposes mean for the company? Consider, for example, the case of KPMG. After defining the corporate purpose as “inspiring confidence and empowering change” the company did not embark on a typical slogan-based communication campaign. Instead, partners and managers, with the company’s purpose as a backdrop, were encouraged to connect compelling stories and personal examples about their own purpose. Following this, the rest of the employees were invited to do the same, combining reflections on the cor-
porate purpose with sharing their own accounts of how they believed they were making a difference. As a result of maintaining this practice over time, recruitment improved, employee turnover decreased, and the company climbed 31 places on Fortune’s list of the 100 Best Companies to Work For.¹¹

Fluidity requires that companies recognize the relevance of each employee’s purpose. It means placing the person at the center of the organization and appreciating his or her dignity and uniqueness. In this way, fostering fluidity at scale is a means to embrace diversity in organizations, as “the idea of embedding plurality in purpose is that we share a common humanity, and people are kept at the heart of the business enterprise.”¹²

Consider, for example, the business philosophy of the German company dm-drogerie markt¹³ expressed by the motto: “Here I’m a person. Here I’m shopping!” Initially, it referred to their customers, but naturally started to be used to refer to the employees as well: “Here I’m a person. Here I’m working!” These two simple sentences are the backbone of dm’s business. They express the purpose of dm, that is, respect for people, or more precisely, respect for the value and uniqueness of each individual. dm explains this motto by stating that it is a commitment to put the individual at the center of everything, whether he/she is a customer or a worker, offering to every person the right to emphasize his/her individuality. For dm, embracing diversity is much more than a matter of quotas, but of respecting each individual as he or she is.¹⁴

Fluidity allows individuals to connect personal and organizational purposes without necessarily identifying them. This is especially relevant for the many positions and professions that are not commonly thought of as professional, such as the worker in a factory or the cashier at a supermarket. This is because fluidity is based on concordance,¹⁵ and refers to the extent to which the organizational purpose can be used by employees to express their authentic interests and values.

We observed this reality in the practice of a store manager at Decathlon, which he called “the 15 minutes of purpose” meeting. At the beginning of each day, store employees gathered and exchange tales and anecdotes from the previous day about how they promoted the corporate purpose of “making sport accessible to many” (e.g., how an employee helped advise a customer on how to best prepare for a triathlon, or helped another customer find the best bicycle for his particular needs). However, we saw in many cases, that more enthusiasm was expressed for stories not related to sports but rather, to other themes that were significant to the one explaining it (e.g., “I helped a young boy find a good present for his girlfriend”; “I made a sad client have a good time shopping in the store”). Speaking with the employees, we observed that, even the ones who were not very passionate about sports, by making mean-
ingful connections of their personal purposes with the company’s purpose, gained a better sense of purpose in their activities.

Keeping the dynamic fluidity “alive” is about what some have called “making every-day-work meaningful.” And since fluidity goes in two directions, it is much like friendship or trust. We can trust someone, but if we do not feel that person’s corresponding trust in us, our own trust will be short lived. The same happens with purpose fluidity. If individuals do not see that the organization values their personal purpose in life, sooner than later they will become distant to their organization’s purpose and purpose fluidity will be lost.

**Facilitating Synergy**

When a company hires someone, it hires much more than a particular set of knowledge and skills. A person’s greatest potential lies in his or her personal life’s purpose, in the enthusiasm and determination through which he or she wants to contribute to the betterment of society. It is a desire that exceeds the field of labor, but does not at all exclude it. The desire we all have to make a difference and contribute to make a better world is a company’s true source of innovation and creativity, and represents the key to our willingness to constantly improve ourselves, whether that be in knowledge or skill. The greatest asset of an organization is the personal purpose of each individual and one’s aspiration to be useful and to leave a mark. Many companies are well aware of this reality and harness it. Consider, for example, how the Indian IT services HCL Technologies promotes what they call the Employee Passion Indicator Count (EPIC), which is used to identify the key “passions” of employees and to steer them toward jobs where these could be put to best use.

*Purpose synergy* is found at the junction of company purpose and personal purpose (see Fig. 2.2). Purpose synergy is the place of overlap between the
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company and the individual, where the interests of the company and its individual employees combine to reach its most perfect form. It is not a simple exercise in self-development, one that is disconnected from the company purpose. Nor is it an exercise in indoctrinating employees with the corporate purpose. It is not about training courses or communication campaigns. It is about channeling the potential of the person’s purpose within the context of the company’s purpose. Purpose synergy reveals what the person best brings to the company and vice versa. Thus, synergy occurs in part of the company purpose as well as the individual’s life purpose.

Consider, for example, the case of Alpha Omega, a high-tech medical device company in Israel devoted to the purpose of improving peoples’ lives. Its founders, Imad and Reem Younis, have been committed, from a very young age, to the purpose of developing work environments where Jews and Arabs can work together in harmony. And in leading their company, they incorporate this personal purpose into the corporate purpose. They hire Jews and Arabs alike, employees who not only excelled at their work, but also share in a dream of creating inclusive work environments. At Alpha Omega, the purpose of improving peoples’ lives is defined as “Joined together to improve people’s life,” creating a strong synergy between organizational purpose and the personal purpose of the founders and employees. As Imad has said, “it is like putting my soul inside the company’s soul.”18

When organizations develop purpose synergy, employees find more energy and sense of purpose in their work, and feel like “putting their soul into their work.” One way to create synergy is by recruiting employees who have personal affinities with the organizational purpose. Especially when creating new companies, this is one of the most powerful ways to create synergy. Another way, especially relevant in the case of existing employees, is to find and foster a purpose that already exists in the organization. Following the principle of “If it is real, it is possible,” it is about “finding examples of people or teams within the organization that exceed the norms, examining the purpose that drives their excellence, and then imagining it imbuing the entire workforce.”19

The Joint Effect of Fluidity and Synergy

Fluidity and synergy have common drivers, but are different from each other. Fluidity allows the connecting of personal and organizational purposes without necessarily identifying solely with one or the other. With synergy, however, both personal and organizational purposes partly or fully identify with one another, meaning that the organization incorporates the purpose of the
individuals and vice versa. We could say that fluidity helps organizational and personal purposes get closer, while synergy integrates them. Fluidity helps to create unity, synergy is the result of the unity itself.

But together with these fundamental practices, synergy must be reinforced and sustained by constant fluidity. Because if employees do not flow at work, even the existing synergy can be snuffed out. Fluidity helps not only to create synergy, but also to sustain it and keep it alive. This explains why, despite recruiting people who have a great affinity for the corporate purpose, synergy will not occur if employees, for example, see that the organization is not true to its purpose or if they feel that the organization does not respect the dignity and uniqueness of employees’ purpose. And this can happen even in professional jobs, like those of doctors or teachers, where purpose synergy usually comes as part and parcel with the profession.

In short, the phenomenon of shared purpose is an inspiration for both individuals and organizations. Employees should continually seek what is, or what could inspire them at work, embracing a deeper understanding—that the purpose of their work is much more than earning a salary or having good working conditions. Companies, on the other side, should see their employees not just as human capital or means of return, but as individuals with invaluable potential with different ideas and personalities that provide an inexhaustible source of creativity. And the responsibility for connecting purpose lies with both—organizations need to be truly interested in what their employees want to contribute to the world, while at the same time employees should see their work as a way to fulfill collective aspirations and dreams.

Notes

6. This framework explains that authenticity at work occurs in two sequential processes. The first, synchronization, is about the way individuals understand their own work within the available organizational identities (e.g., “putting a man on the moon”). The second, harmonization, is related to how individuals understand their work combining self-identities (e.g., “I want to make an impact on society”) and organizational identities. Harmonization enhances the understanding of how the work and self-identities dynamically exchange meaning (“identity fluidity”) and how they enrich each other (“identity synergy”). Caza, B. B., Moss, S., & Vough, H. (2017). From synchronizing to harmonizing: The process of authenticating multiple work identities. Administrative Science Quarterly, 63(4), 703–745.


13. One of the largest drug chains in Central and South-Eastern Europe, established in 1973 in Karlsruhe, Germany, that sells cosmetics, healthcare items, household products, and health food.

14. There are many interesting aspects of purpose fluidity at dm. One fascinating part is the story about the founder and owner of dm. Just when everybody thought that he had done everything possible for his “capitalism with a human face,” the world was astonished to learn that he had decided to leave his fortune not to his children (and he had seven!), but to give it away for charitable purposes. This resonates even more when one realizes that his wealth is estimated at more than a billion euros. This amazing decision was for him reasonable, as it was based on a principle deeply ingrained in his personal purpose: “There is no shame in becoming rich, but it is a shame to die rich.”
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During a strategy class on the subject of purpose, a student approached the professor and said: “Look at this article, it says that in this company people dance at meetings and in their office they have pool tables, foosball, X-Box … the whole company is decorated as if it were a beach in the Caribbean, because it is the place where all the employees affirmed that they would like to work.” The professor was intrigued by this company and decided to invite its CEO to his classroom.

The CEO agreed and shared with the students how he was trying to create a great culture within his organization. He told them about the importance of having a purpose, of the sense of work, of inner balance, of being comfortable with oneself. He told them about the games in the office, the Caribbean decor, and dancing at meetings. Once his presentation was over, a student asked: Could you explain to us your business? The man explained that he had 70 stores, 300 employees, a warehouse, and he was in the process of giving more details, but then came a second question: one of the students asked what is the reason for the dancing, does it somehow contribute to the business? He replied: no, we don’t really do this for the business. Then came a third question, about the 70 stores: Do the 300 workers there also dance and have foosball, PlayStation, and pool tables? Well, no, they don’t. The stores have to take care
of our customers. And finally came the most important question; in a respectful but incisive tone a student asked: what do you tell your store employees when they read in the press that their colleagues in headquarters are dancing and playing pool and X-Box? Just then, the teacher looked at the time and said: well, the class is over! After two weeks, the professor distributed a survey to this company’s employees, in order to assess how they internalized the organization’s purpose. Did they understand and share in the purpose? Interestingly, their results were among the worst in a broader study of 200 companies.

The following year the teacher ran across a good friend who told him: I know a CEO whom you should meet, he has recently remodeled the entire office. It now includes pool tables, foosball, and yoga spaces … they even gave it a name … they call it the “optimist building.” As a precaution, before inviting the CEO, the professor distributed the same survey on purpose internalization. The results were impressive: This company ranked as one of the highest in the survey of all 200 companies. The following Friday, the CEO arrived to class. He showed a single slide. It read: “The Purpose of the Organization” and under it were listed many concepts that, at first glance, might seem to be a disconnected hodgepodge of lofty ideals and hard-headed results. Things like: market share, the sense of work, productivity, love for customers, return on investment, happiness of the workers, social concern, cost control, purpose, strategy, optimism, efficiency. He greeted the students and said: “I’m going to talk about the purpose of my company,” and for an hour and a half he explained how he connected “everything” to “everything.” As he talked, it was hard not to notice his deep authenticity, coherence, and integrity in everything he discussed about the business. This was one of the best lessons about purpose they had ever received.

In recent years, we have seen an increasing interest in academic research about purpose both in individuals and in organizations. Benefits of purpose have been found, for example, in areas as diverse as health, well-being, work productivity, learning, innovation, and financial performance. In pursuit of these and other benefits, companies invest time and effort in devising an elaborate and well-crafted corporate purpose that articulates, for the public, their core values and main goals. However, the most challenging task is to create a purpose that really touches the hearts and minds of the employees, makes them feel proud of being part of the company, and leads to shared ambitions. Contemporary organizations need to create an effective purpose that is successful in eliciting the emotional commitment of the employees. This process is not about designing a statement that will be printed on organizational documents, but rather one that will be imprinted in the heads—and especially the hearts—of employees. Defining and communicating such an effective purpose is not an easy task.
It is no surprise that a plethora of new books and articles have recently appeared to help guide companies on their way to becoming purpose-driven organizations. From the theoretical and practitioner side, there are new frameworks developing as a result of the analysis being done on successful purpose-driven companies like McDonald’s, Walt Disney, Apple, and others (see Table 3.1).

These frameworks, elaborated by academics and consultants, analyze purpose under the lens of linear logic using steps, phases, or sequential stages.
Not by coincidence, this nicely resembles the classical three-step strategic planning framework of analyze, design, and execute, built, as well, on linear logic. To a certain extent, there is wisdom in this perspective, as academics and consultants need to sell their ideas, which usually are easier to convey when they are explained through linear reasoning. Such frameworks certainly capture learning from the field and highlight important tips for developing purpose-driven organizations.

However, the linear approach has relevant limitations. It can lead to the misleading belief that successful cases of purpose-driven organizations like Apple or Walt Disney are the consequence of a linear movement that goes from “A” to “B.” But purpose is not of that nature. From recent research on purpose, we know that the linear approach can significantly harm purpose development, especially its effective internalization and consistency. This is due to the fact that the development of purpose commonly requires balancing multiple objectives (e.g. prosocial and economic goals), that are not entirely compatible with one another, “which makes a simple linear approach very hard to sustain.” Purpose development requires an “oblique” approach that provides causal explanations between concepts that apparently may be considered disconnected. An example of oblique logic is “purpose first, profits second.” Instead of indicating a linear relationship, it establishes an indirect relationship. Another example could be: “first give, then receive,” on which many companies have built their purpose (e.g. Mercadona), or the one of DaVita: “community first, company second.” Here, purpose development is primarily based on an oblique logic, especially relevant when the different objectives of the company are not entirely compatible. It is consistent with what some call “to put things in proper order”: when purpose is achieved, monetary benefits can be its natural outcome. As Ratan Tata, former CEO of the Tata Group, has observed, “you can make money by doing good things rather than the other way around.”

We invite you to make a simple experiment. Go to any company you know with a really embedded purpose, where it emerged naturally. When you speak with the people, they will rarely tell you things like: “We first defined the purpose, second we enculturated it and then we articulated it.” Instead, they will describe stories, living tales, and anecdotes, all full of oblique logic. In the personal sphere, you can do a similar exercise when encountering people who naturally live their personal purpose in life (or simply think about how you do it yourself). More than linear frameworks, you will discover a lot of oblique reasoning. “Put family and friends first and good things will come,” is an example obtained from the CEO of a successful high-tech company when asked how he maintains his purpose in life.
The conceptual and practical understanding of purpose development should not be formed in linear reasoning. But rather, think of it as more related to what some call “practical wisdom,” that “synthesizes ‘knowing why’ with ‘knowing how’ with ‘knowing what’.”12 So, frameworks based on linear logic alone do not lead to effective implementation of purpose, because the nature of purpose is not linear. The nature of purpose is formed by three unique yet interrelated components: knowledge, action, and motivation (see Fig. 3.1). The first dimension, knowledge, represents the explicit understanding members have about an organization’s purpose. The second, action, reflects the practical fulfillment of purpose. And finally, motivation, the most intimate side of the purpose, is represented by the deep needs found in every one of us.

**Purpose as Knowledge**

For purpose to develop, individuals need to know it, and be able to express it in their own words. In this regard, purpose is related to what is commonly called “the purpose statement.” That is, for example, the definition of purpose by Bartlett and Ghoshal as “the statement of a company’s moral response to its broadly defined responsibilities.”13 From this perspective, purpose can be viewed as a formal commitment, one which embraces social needs and problems, and not as some platitude regarding social responsibility or an abstract idea pointed at satisfying specific stakeholder needs. It is understood as the reason for the being of the business itself.

Many researchers have recognized the importance of having explicit knowledge around purpose. For example, when relating purpose to profits, scholars distinguished between “purpose camaraderie” and “purpose clarity,” where
only the second is associated with better results.\textsuperscript{14} And having clarity of purpose helps both organizations and individuals alike, especially in times of uncertainty and turbulence, when individual decisions and actions are more easily blown off course. Purpose cannot be taken for granted. It has to be at the forefront of consciousness. Its presence can transform a firm, but its loss can destroy an institution.\textsuperscript{15}

It is important to recognize that organizational purpose can be greatly influenced by the living principles of the founder, like Starbucks: “to inspire and nurture the human spirit” is an extension of Howard Schultz’s beliefs. But for many, purpose is the result of a true north developed and formed over time. There is a certain paradox to this: \textit{purpose is formed over time and through changing circumstances, and yet, once clarified, it does not change with time or circumstances}. This is why, when organizations reflect on purpose, they must look toward its essence and the fundamental meaning that has always been present, and has endured the test of time. Questions like—\textit{what does your company stand for? What was the original founding philosophy? How would society be worse off or different without your company?}—can be a good way to start discovering the purpose.\textsuperscript{16}

Purpose as Action

The idea that purpose encompasses action is relatively intuitive. An organization can reinforce its purpose once it is written, but the significance of purpose is not limited by the boundaries of the purpose statement. Similar to the way in which the knowledge of purpose is made explicit through statements, purpose as action is made explicit through its operational development. Consider, for example, the internet eyewear retailer Warby Parker, where the company’s purpose—“to do good”—is extended in actions like ensuring for every pair of glasses sold, a pair is distributed to someone in need.\textsuperscript{17}

Indeed, this second understanding of purpose—as action—provides a different approach to the concept of purpose. We could say that, with regard to knowledge, the nature of purpose is formal and static—focused on the statement and its content. While with regard to action, the purpose becomes dynamic. What matters in the latter, is not just the content of the statement but the degree or extent to which the company is putting into practice what it says in its purpose statement. And in this way, purpose becomes something related not only to some specific actions, but to
the whole activity of the company. Thus, purpose must be applied to all the arenas in which the company performs its activities and makes its decisions.

The relevance of purpose as action and its influence on meaning can be seen in recent findings that invite us to consider how leaders inspire employees not only through the words they use to link work to purpose, but also through their actions that redesign work. This approach is in line with several authors’ proposals to evaluate the performance relative to purpose and to express purpose in terms of specific results. Indeed, the purpose statement is merely an intellectual exercise, but you need the systems and procedures to bring it to life. It is related to how the companies measure their success beyond the mere economic or financial results. This is for example the case of DaVita; following the principle of “we say, we did,” the company measures every outcome it can to assess how well their purpose is becoming a reality.

Using measures and indicators to evaluate purpose requires one to accept the tension between saying on the one hand “you cannot manage what you don’t measure” and on the other, “there are important things that you cannot measure but you need to manage.” Purpose measurement requires using metrics to evaluate its fulfillment but also understanding that the legitimacy of measurement is always sustained by the purpose itself. And when measurement becomes the end in itself, it detracts from the sense of purpose. This was nicely labeled by a manager of one company as “Indicator-itis.” After some years of measuring their purpose according to a set of indicators, he observed that some of his managers were confusing indicators with the purpose itself. Another example of “Indicator-itis” can be seen in the findings of Insead Professor Quy Huy in his analysis of the fall of Nokia. Rather than focusing on the purpose, “top managers were afraid of the external environment and not meeting their quarterly targets.” Purpose metrics must be dynamic, helping to express the purpose based on both the external realities of markets and the internal conditions of the organization.

**Purpose as Motivation**

Knowledge and action reflect two basic interrelated dimensions of purpose. However, to understand the true essence of purpose we need to consider a third dimension, one that draws on the beliefs and motivations of the individual. Consider, for example, the case of an area director at ISS Facility services, a European company with more than 3000 employees. Every year
this director gathers his team for a one-day meeting in which they discuss their strategy, results, objectives, and action plans. In the last meeting, however, he opened with a proposal that surprised everyone: “this year we are not going to dedicate the day to reviewing how we fulfill our purpose, rather we are going to devote the whole day to reflect on how we feel the purpose in our lives.”

When purpose touches the heart of a person, it becomes a great source of energy that helps one to transcend their own interest, further fueling the fulfillment of purpose. Considering purpose solely from the perspective of a statement or the purposeful action simplifies the concept of purpose. In practice, a purpose such as “improve people’s lives” certainly carries the implicit purpose “to ensure that employees are personally motivated to improve people’s lives.” Although, improving people’s lives, this is not their true purpose if the only motivation of the organization is to make money. As stated by IESE Business School professors, “If the only motivation of purpose is because it might make you more money, then you really need to ask yourself whether your motivation is right in the first place.” Purpose boost profits only if it is pursued for its own sake. Indeed, in our experience, this is the root cause of most of the failures we have seen: the “purpose of the purpose” was not the purpose.

Internalization, Implementation, and Integration

The way genuine purpose is nurtured in organizations nicely resembles a spiral, turning around a fixed point or center. When companies are true to their purpose, the three dimensions of purpose approach each other and knowledge, motivation, and action become unified. This is the main difference between the linear approach of purpose and the oblique approach that we will describe and build throughout this book. It is not simply about doing things to develop purpose, no, it is placing purpose as the central point around which all else turns. That means developing the three dimensions of purpose in a concurrent and harmonious fashion. If we develop only one or two without the other(s), the purpose suffers.

We have seen many examples of this in the marketplace. Take Aigües de Barcelona, a water supply company. Inspired by their purpose: “committed to people, we care for our water and build the city” the management team launched a program with 20 purpose-driven projects deployed throughout
the organization. However, after one year the results were disappointing. It was not until they started fostering internalization of the purpose in middle managers and employees that they saw these projects providing greatly improved results. From this experience, they realized that, as one manager declared, “for purpose to be a reality, the purpose must be loved.” This and many other experiences show that it is necessary to place an intermediate element between knowledge and practice: purpose must be loved and internalized by organizational members. Therefore, purpose development needs a three-dimensional approach, integrating simultaneously knowledge with motivation (internalization), knowledge with action (implementation), and motivation with action (integration) (Fig. 3.2).

**Purpose internalization** is the connection between the knowledge of purpose and the motivation. It is the process through which organizational members “buy into” the purpose of the company, incorporating it in their beliefs and motivations. No doubt, the first to benefit from internalization is the company itself, as it is the basis on which unity is built. Purpose internalization is what turns purpose—such as “promote well-being in society”—from an abstraction into something truly sought after by its members. Without this, we could say that purpose does not exist. In other words, to understand the “why” of an organization, we must consider the “why” of each member within the organization, as well as their underlying motivations.

The internalization of purpose creates this link by reflecting a person’s motivations relative to the fulfillment of purpose. It is the development of these motivations that go beyond economic incentives (extrinsic motivations) and self-satisfaction (intrinsic motivations). They aim at meeting the needs of...
others and, therefore, depend on “pro-others motivation,” identified in the research as “prosocial motivation.” Naturally, purpose internalization should be sought among employees in the first place, but it may also be found in other agents who act as “contributing agents” to the fulfillment of purpose. An example of this can be found in the efforts companies make to incorporate their customers, suppliers, and shareholders into their purpose. Think about, for example, the case of Aigües de Barcelona. They take significant effort in making their customers (the citizens) conscious of the sustainable use of water, motivating them to use better water management practices.

**Purpose implementation** is the connection between the knowledge of purpose and the action. When a company effectively implements purpose, it can be seen in the contributions it makes to society and to the people around it. Purpose implementation has two basic expressions. The first looks back in time to the degree in which a company’s practices correspond to its purpose, ultimately looking to answer the question “how are we fulfilling our purpose?” The second looks toward the future and involves expressing the purpose in terms of events and results that must be achieved going forward. In this regard, expressing purpose in concrete actions and results becomes part of the purpose implementation itself. What matters then is the extent to which the company fulfills and intends to fulfill its formal purpose—which the company has done and intends to do. The importance of purpose, then, translates to a practical realm by guiding the company in aspects such as defining strategy, communicating objectives, or making tactical choices. Implementing purpose through the challenges and activities we deal with daily ultimately helps enhance the meaning of work. Purpose implementation provides clarity and confidence, helping employees to stay the course and remaining true to the essence of the organization. Implementation and internalization must always go hand in hand, developed in a simultaneous fashion. Advances in purpose implementation without internalization risk failing over time, being perceived as inauthentic strategy development, or simply incoherent with regard to the organization’s professed purpose.

**Purpose integration** is the natural connection between the motivation and the action. This integration is the result of combining implementation and internalization in a natural way. It is about transforming purpose into a “habit” that is performed on a regular basis in harmony with the individuals’ motivations. It is earned over time and stimulates the ability to transform purpose into everyday action. In some way, integration is the quality of placing purpose in everything we do, both in the most significant and in the most commonplace. Purpose integration is what differentiates for example, a sales person that makes a sale simply to cover the budget, from the sales person that
makes a sale for the betterment of a client. Purpose integration reflects the purity of intention in our daily tasks and objectives, and helps build trustworthy and lasting relationships between the company and its stakeholders. Likewise, we see a lack of integration when companies talk in platitudes and altruisms (like we see with too many CSR programs), but fail to integrate purpose into their daily practices or when they make unnecessary use of economic incentives for activities that already carry a prosocial motivation.

These three processes—internalization, implementation, and integration—do not form a linear model. They are not sequential steps, phases, or stages, nor is there a direct cause-effect relationship between them. But rather, these three processes are tied by an oblique (or indirect) relationship: one cannot be properly developed without the others, and they must be developed simultaneously, when trying to apply them in the daily life of the organization. The spiral depicted by the incremental and simultaneous development of the three processes makes the difference between simply implementing a “purpose plan” and consistently striving to be true to your company’s purpose over time. It shows how purpose-driven companies connect “everything to everything,” because they connect everything to purpose.

Notes

8. Leading distribution company in Spain.
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Why Purpose Needs Strategy (and Vice Versa)
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An independent director once had to deal with a conflict on his board when a strategy consultant presented a report after three months of intensive analysis. According to the consultant, the only feasible scenario was to abandon the company's main customer base and move into a new market segment altogether. This would entail considerable downsizing of the company. The report was based on a thorough and consistent analysis of the company's market share distribution, as well as, demographic trends, economies of scale, and many other statistics. The report was impeccable. It was so well argued and supported by data that it seemed impossible that anything other than the consultant's proposal would be considered. However, none of it made sense to the CEO. His main argument was emphatic: “I don’t see how we can do this. Moving to this new market segment is a big leap from our traditional business. We’ve successfully run this company for over 20 years, and we’ve always known where to focus our efforts. This proposal doesn’t fit at all with the idea that I have for this business. I’m not completely against downsizing if strictly necessary, but moving into this new segment? Sorry guys, I simply don’t see it.”
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Next, the president took the floor: “We cannot accept this under any circumstance. We must remain faithful to the values that have been the beacon of this company for years. Consultants need to understand that we are a family-owned company, not a public company that looks only to maximizing profits. The best thing to do is to stay true to ourselves and do the right thing. The consultant’s advice for us to fire employees would entail the opposite.”

When he got home, the independent director reviewed his notes and became more and more concerned. The next board meeting would be held in three days and he needed something more concrete to propose. Each member had his own arguments, and he could not see how to frame a plausible course of action. He left his notes and took a deep breath while asking himself: “So, who’s right?”

Despite decades of research on strategy, “we still know little about what strategy means to actual strategists and how they use it in practice.” Indeed, there is an increasing concern that most management theories are not relevant to practice because they are unable to capture the “logic of practice.” In the real world, organizations rarely embrace a single logic. Both organizations and individuals face and maintain coexisting multiple logic that “may or may not be mutually compatible.”

This pluralistic view of strategy can be explained by what we call the multi-logic of strategy. The strategic logic is a set of macro-level beliefs and schemas that strongly influence both strategic theory and practice, and refer to assumptions about the nature of strategic choices. As the concept of strategy has the potential to help us explain “how the relationship between managerial cognition and managerial practice leads to organizational outcomes,” the concept of strategic logic helps us to understand how different kinds of logic may affect how managers understand strategy.

At the intersection of cognitive and strategic management theories, we identify three salient sources of strategic logic—the analytical, business model, and institutional perspectives, each one forming a different perspective of strategy (see Table 4.1). The first entails the procedures used by managers to understand reality, the second has to do with business model creation and development, and the third is related to the role of companies in society and their business environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic perspectives</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>Reasoning based on analytical procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business model</td>
<td>Holistic conceptualization of the business model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>Reasoning based on social and cultural influences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analytical Perspective

This strategic perspective is related to the analytical logic present in strategic reasoning and procedures. The literature on business strategy is full of examples of how managers make use of analytical logic, traditionally considered a cornerstone of strategic development. This logic includes, for instance, deduction, induction, prediction, causation, and effectuation logic. By using and combining different analytical logic, strategists can evaluate alternatives, variables, indicators, and objectives in order to establish a course of action toward their desired results.

In the example we used at the beginning of this chapter, analytical logic represented the approach of the consultant, “following numbers and market estimations.” Through analytical logic, strategists gain a better understanding of situations to obtain further explanations and conclusions. Based on this idea, analytical perspective represents the use of procedures strategists employ as resources for understanding reality. As analytical logic is based on explicit information, it uses empirical evidence and predictions to reach conclusions. In other words, the analytical perspective reflects how strategists make use of different tools, techniques, and frameworks to make strategic choices.

Business Model Perspective

This perspective is based on the logic that allows us to conceptualize business models, initially identified as the dominant logic. Dominant logic is the conceptualization of the business model stored as a shared cognitive map—or a set of schemas—among the dominant coalition (board of directors, management team). In other words, it is the understanding of how the business works in a particular company. It acts as a filter and enables us to process large amounts of information and manage complex strategic issues. The concept of dominant logic, initially identified as something unfinished and highly plastic, later expanded its scope to encompass specific dimensions of value creation. These are, for example, value creation logic, service logic innovation, the logic of organizational boundaries, and the logic of exchange.

Business model logic is related to intuition, born of experience, and therefore it allows strategists to “see” solutions and opportunities beyond analytical data and procedures. Thus, business model logic requires a profound knowl-
edge of reality that permits us to establish valid hypotheses regarding the fundamental aspects of a given business model. As business models reflect choices and their consequences, this logic helps us to understand the key strategic choices informing the business. In the tale told at the beginning of this chapter, the logic of the CEO was grounded in business model logic (“I simply do not see it”). Confronted with particular situations, the business model perspective does not rely on data and analysis alone, but on the holistic representation of reality. We see this, for example, when managers pay attention to and interpreting the value creation of other companies, or experiment with value creation alternatives, or simply look beyond their existing industry and geographical borders.

Institutional Perspective

This perspective comes from the intersection of the literature on strategic management and institutionalism. Institutional logic represents the role of contingent sets of social norms and principles that shape individual and organizational behavior in the search for appropriateness. “As people go through their lives, they are constantly working with, for and against multiple forms of institutional logic that shape their social and cultural contexts.” In other words, they represent the way society and business influence thinking inside the organization. There are several forms of institutional logic seen in business today such as: commercial logic, financial logic, social welfare logic, environmental logic, or family logic. They shape the practice in firms when they are represented in the organization by individuals who have a cognitive and motivational affinity for them. These individuals become “carriers” of institutional logic. For example, salespersons can be carriers of commercial logic, controllers can be carriers of the financial logic, HR executives can be carriers of social welfare logic, and board family members can be carriers of the family logic.

In the story at the beginning of this chapter, the president’s reasoning represents the institutional perspective (“we are a family-owned company, not a public company that looks only to maximizing profits”). Under this logic, strategists base their choices on the identity of the organization relative to what is legitimate and appropriate. The institutional logic helps managers to identify the right principles of the company and to recognize when they should evolve. The articulation of institutional logic into strategy can be developed through narratives, and other symbolic means, in ways that allow
companies to manage the degree to which institutional logic becomes both accessible and active.

**Purpose and Profit**

Multi-logic approaches can be a source of enrichment for the overall strategy. However, they can be a source of conflict as well. As we have seen in our initial story, different forms of logic can lead to a situation of paralysis, instead of helping the company move forward. The fundamental problem is not the presence of different logic, but rather the lack of a focal point helping to integrate the different perspectives.

Over decades, academics have suggested that profit maximization is the overarching principle informing our logic of strategy. Under this theoretical view, analytical logic should serve the strategies that lead to profit maximization. Business model logic should aim to maximize economic value and institutional logic should be managed in such a way that allows organizations to obtain the maximum profit possible from their institutional environment.

But reality is quite distant from this. We can compare this with what, for centuries, was a wrong but somehow useful theory of the universe: the geocentric view of the cosmos. In ancient times, people believed that the earth was the center of the universe and the sun and all the stars revolved around it. Despite this being wrong, it was still a “somehow useful” explanation that helped to establish calendar calculations and astronomical charts for over 1500 years. Discordant heliocentric voices like that of Aristarco de Samos in the second century were not given much attention. Against those who challenged the heliocentric view, both moral and religious arguments were used (e.g. as with the excommunication of Galileo). The reason why geocentric views prevailed for centuries is that heliocentric predictions were not better, as a practical matter, than geocentric ones. It was not until the universal gravitation theory of Newton that the heliocentric theory definitely triumphed over the geocentric one. From then on, the geocentric theory became a “no longer useful” theory.

Something similar is happening with the view that profit maximization should be the only consideration for businesses. Despite being distant from reality—as we have known for more than 40 years—and this view has prevailed for decades because alternative theories did not provide better estimations (e.g. contradicting research on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and
performance\textsuperscript{30}). Many purpose-driven leaders have strongly contested the profit maximization theorists with purpose-driven theories—for example, David Packard, 1960\textsuperscript{31}—but their proposals were not given much attention in strategic theory. Purpose-driven theories were contested with categorical arguments—for example, by Milton Friedman.\textsuperscript{32} It was not until prosocial motivation theories were accepted—demonstrating that individuals and organizations have social motivations beyond maximizing profits—that purpose-driven theories started to be accepted.\textsuperscript{33}

This process has been accelerated by the dramatic 2008 financial crisis that helped us to recognize that the wrong but “somehow useful” theory of profit maximization was no longer useful, but actually harmful. Consider, for example, the conclusion of researchers on how Sephora, Four Seasons, and Danone US quickly recovered from the decline in profits they endured at the beginning of the financial crisis. How did they do it? Instead of focusing on one goal only, such as profits, their employees collaborated to shape a collective purpose, “that superseded individual goals and accounted for the key elements required to achieve and sustain excellence.”\textsuperscript{34} Another example is the case of the Swedish bank Handelsbanken that enjoyed continuous growth in profitability during the financial crisis. With no emphasis on maximizing returns but, instead, with a customer-centric purpose, “the goals were simply to track a moving target by always having higher customer satisfaction and profitability than a weighted average of the competition.”\textsuperscript{35} These examples, and many others, show that purpose does not mean giving up striving for excellent economic results. It requires combining purpose and profit.

We can see this, for example, in the main strategic handbooks, where the latest editions have reviewed the profit maximization dogmas elucidated in earlier editions.\textsuperscript{36} Or in the vast majority of the new frameworks for strategy—for example, blue ocean, lean, agile—where purpose is placed at the very core of strategy. We believe Larry Fink, the CEO of BlackRock, the largest investment firm in the world, set the example when he demanded companies in which his firm invests to embrace a social purpose, stating: “every company must not only deliver financial performance, but also show how it makes a positive contribution to society.”\textsuperscript{37} This reflects a growing awareness of our current reality. Purpose is not only the result of psychological forces but also, and with the same intensity, the result of social and economic pressures.
Coupling Strategy with Purpose

Since Bartlett and Ghoshal first made their proposal in 1993 to shift from strategy to purpose, many strategists have been won over to the idea. As we see it, the fundamental question is not choosing between purpose and strategy but instead putting purpose at the center of strategy. In this sense, we believe purpose should be infused with multi-logic strategy and vice versa. While purpose should not be considered a strategy, purpose requires strategy.

Every strategic logic we have seen provides a fundamental contribution to the development of purpose in the organization. The various forms of strategic logic contribute to purpose development in the following areas: analytical coupling, business model coupling, and institutional coupling.

**Analytical coupling** is related to the way purpose become concrete in plans and objectives that express the dynamism of purpose in practice. In this vein, purpose plays the role of an overarching constraint that helps managers maintain a firm focus on purpose, while concentrating their efforts on activities such as strategic analysis, planning, and implementation. One illustration of this can be seen in Google. The dexterity Google exhibits in big data and analytical tools helps them decide which products move forward and which are discontinued. This is in direct relation to the company’s purpose, which is to “organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” This coupling between analytical logic and purpose can be developed by different means. There is, for example, the practice of putting the purpose at the very beginning of any strategic initiative, or using purpose-driven indicators to evaluate how well the organization is fulfilling its purpose.

**Business model coupling** regards the way value creation strategies and business models are conceptualized under the framework of purpose. By imbedding purpose in business models, it helps purpose sustainability, eliminating potential conflicts between purpose and profit. This is the approach, for example, of shared value, the concept that calls companies to establish their business model around the intersection of business interests and social needs. This is also referred to as “massive transformative purpose,” a common trait found in the fastest growing startups of the world like TED or Singularity University. From this perspective, purpose is not only a constraint but also a source of opportunity. Such is the case for IKEA, a pioneer in configurating its business model consistent to its purpose of “creating a better everyday life for the many.” The coupling between purpose and business models can be reinforced by practices such as
purpose-driven innovation or brand purpose, which help businesses to evolve and reconfigure themselves around the fulfillment of purpose.

*Institutional coupling* is related to the way organizations develop institutional principles and values with regard to organizational purpose. It offers companies the ability to both maintain equilibrium between the company and its stakeholders as well as provide organizational members a source of higher meaning and motivation. We see a great example of this in Johnson & Johnson’s credo, which has served the company for decades as a beacon by establishing its relationship between stakeholders and company members. By connecting purpose and institutional logic, strategists tap into a deeper source of motivation, as “one of the most effective ways to influence behavior is to influence [a person’s] identification with a given logic and its associated practices.”41 In this regard, purpose acts as a source of *legitimacy*, guiding strategy by the primary principle of acting accordingly to “who you are.” This can be promoted by practices such as institutional framing (missions, values, principles) or stakeholder management, where a company preserves purpose through the evolution and reconfiguration of its institutional environment (Table 4.2).

### Introducing of the Three Perspectives

Beyond the specific contribution of each perspective, their highest potential comes by combining the three forms of logic with purpose simultaneously. Take for example the cases of Google, IKEA, and Johnson & Johnson, they demonstrate that success does not come from one perspective of logic alone, but from integrating purpose with all three. In the case of Google, analytical dexterity shows an outstanding fit between purpose and business model innovation, while also winning admiration and legitimacy in social arenas. Consider also the lessons that Yoffie and Cusumano derived from the study of Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, and Andy Grove.42 The way in which their strategies were built is a good illustration of how the three forms of logic guide their decisions (e.g. dexterity in analysis, synthesis of information, big picture...
vision, and using guiding principles to generate game-changing business models).

This approach is consistent with literature that recognizes the multiplicity of logic as a source of strategic heterogeneity and innovation that help strategists develop more consistent purpose-driven strategies. In this view, beyond the salient logic related to individual characteristics, such as an individual’s role in the organization, motivational affinity, or institutional biography, purpose-driven strategies call for the combination of each perspective in a harmonious way. From a practical perspective, integrating each logic with purpose can be done by using what we call integrated tools. These are combinations of existing models—for example, SWOT analysis, Porter’s five forces, business model canvas, balanced scorecard—that form new tools and stimulate the integration of each strategic perspective with purpose.

An example of this and a very powerful tool is the Purpose Model Canvas. It is an integrated tool that we have used with much success in companies of different sectors and sizes, ranging from big multinational corporations to local medium-sized companies. The tool is based on a model developed by Casadesus-Ricart. This model, extensively explained in previous publications, links choices and consequences by arrows based on causality theories, enabling users to identify virtuous cycles—feedback loops that strengthen the business model at every iteration. Based on this, the purpose model canvas helps the user contemplate all strategic choices and consequences forming the business model (e.g., pricing, segmentation, cost efficiency, productivity, marketing, customer service, innovation, recruitment). Then it considers the institutional principles of the company—its values, missions, policies, fundamental beliefs.

Once it has identified the key institutional and business model choices and their consequences, the user can identify whether a company’s strategy is coherent enough to enhance purpose fulfillment in these four areas:

Alignment: refers to choices delivering consequences that move the organization toward fulfilling its stated purpose in that it helps to clarify which decisions fit (and which do not) into the organization’s purpose.

Reinforcement: refers to choices that complement each other in the fulfillment of purpose. It takes the best from the existing capabilities to create synergies that amplify the impact of purpose.

Virtuousness: refers to virtuous circles, the feedback loops between choices and consequences, that help purpose to gain strength over time. Virtuousness is like the internal engine of purpose. It pushes purpose forward in every
interaction and is the key distinguisher between great and mediocre purpose impact.

Sustainability: refers to the ability to sustain purpose fulfillment over time. It considers the challenges facing purpose that come from the competitive capacities of the business itself (e.g., imitation, substitution) or from the institutional environment (e.g., social shifts, reputation).

Finally, for each criterion, the model deploys analytical logic through indicators that evaluate various key aspects of the model (e.g. reinforcements between choices or virtuous circles). These indicators help to assess both how a company fulfills its purpose as well as the elements that fuel its fulfillment. In sum, the purpose model canvas helps us to see the connection between the “what,” the “how,” and the “why.”

Figure 4.1 shows a simplified and basic example of the purpose model canvas, illustrating the reinforcement of each perspective. First, the business model is depicted by the company’s key virtuous cycle (high volume, economies of scale, low cost, lost value) the key elements that reinforce it (low price reputation, supplier loyalty) and the overall result (high margins). Second, it shows how the institutional principles—environmental awareness, culture of service and cost consciousness—strengthen the virtuous cycle. Finally, it displays the key indicators (customer survey, gross yield per employee) that monitor alignment, reinforcement, virtuousness, and robustness of the whole model.

![Figure 4.1 Illustration of a “purpose model canvas”](image-url)
By using the purpose model canvas, we have seen how companies fuel strategy, reinforcing inspiration with analytical rigor over time. Indeed, this is the strategy we think best fits the example presented at the beginning of the chapter. More than simply coupling the logic of the consultant, president, and CEO with purpose, a purpose-driven strategy calls for jointly integrating each perspective with purpose, helping to establish a harmonious way forward.

**Notes**


32. “There is one and only one social responsibility of business: to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud.” Friedman, M. (1962). *Capitalism and freedom.* Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

33. For example, Parmar et al. demonstrate simultaneously an increase in self-determination for a corporate objective focused on stakeholders and a decrease in self-determination for a corporate objective focused on profits and shareholders. Parmar, B. L., Keevil, A., & Wicks, A. C. (2019). People and profits: The impact of corporate objectives on employees’ need satisfaction at work. *Journal of Business Ethics, 154*(1), 13.
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“No man can live the dream of another man.” With these words, Jeff Gravenhorst, the CEO of the Danish multinational ISS Facility Services initiated a worldwide program called “find your apple.” Its aim was to create a sense of purpose among its more than 500,000 employees. Through this initiative, the company regularly invites employees to gather into small groups, where members of its maintenance, cleaning, and catering services—with the aid of trained colleagues—help each other reflect on their raison d’être and the purpose of their work. In creating a purpose-driven company, Jeff didn’t make a speech about purpose. Instead, he let purpose speak for itself.1

Today, an increasing number of successful companies around the world are experiencing a major change in the way they understand leadership. From the traditional single leader at the top model, they are moving into a paradigm
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whereby leadership is distributed throughout the entirety of the firm. The reason is simple: in this new, ever-changing world, we need not only colleagues' head, we also need their heart. In other words, rather than leaders surrounded by followers, the new environment demands leaders surrounded by leaders, a phenomenon that researchers describe as shared leadership. Shared leadership is a system of mutually influential interactions in groups at different levels with the aim of achieving a collective goal. Though shared leadership may be based on various elements, in this chapter, we focus on a form of shared leadership that is based on the idea of shared purpose, which we refer to as Purpose-driven Leadership (PDL).

In the traditional leadership paradigm, “communicating purpose is the most central of all leadership behaviors.” As such, purpose should be developed at the upper echelons of the company—often with the assistance of a consulting firm—and then communicated downward throughout the company. The goal of this communication is to align the whole of the organization around a predefined purpose. While alignment has been considered the key to attaining extraordinary performance in the past, new studies are finding that it may no longer be the right approach to succeed in the creation of a common purpose.

Shared purpose cannot simply be invented at the top—only to be imposed downward. The reality is, purpose already exists and is alive. This is the paradigm shift and it challenges our traditional understanding of leadership. In that, it is not merely about communicating the firm’s purpose but rather discovering (and rediscovering) the shared purpose that already exists within the company. In the PDL paradigm, influence is not in the hands of one or a few, but in the hands of all who share the purpose and thus are eager to make it come to life in their work. These actions cannot be taken solely by the group leader, but must be taken by the group as a whole. The result is not just a relative level of employee alignment, but an authentic commitment by each employee to fulfill his or her responsibilities with a sense of honor and obligation that only arises from a fully internalized understanding of the shared purpose.

In an organization run by PDL, living examples are more powerful than communication. Or, should we say, giving example is the only valid way to communicate. And along with this, other leadership skills become increasingly important. For example, shared leadership research has found that leaders who value and respect the purpose of their collaborators and colleagues as much as they value and respect their own are more effective. Further, leaders who are willing to support those in the development of their purpose receive more help in return. Finally, leaders who base their relationships on trust,
freedom, and respect develop stronger bonds of shared leadership. And this transformation happens more naturally than one would think, as all human beings essentially have a calling to act as leaders. It is not just an option; humans need leadership for personal fulfillment and to reach their full potential. Purpose-driven leadership releases a greater potential of human capacity, helping individuals reach higher satisfaction and meaning at work.

However, in order to better understand the new challenges of PDL, we need to review briefly the underlying approach of the traditional leadership models.

**Traditional Leadership Models**

Leadership has been studied during the twentieth century under different aspects, as a subject for sociology, politics, psychology, pedagogy, ethics, and business. These studies have mostly focused on the person at the top of the group, organization, or society. Theories developed in the first half of the twentieth century looked at the distinctive innate qualities that were common in great social and political leaders, such as Lincoln or Gandhi. However, in 1948, research analyzed many of these studies and concluded that there was no combination of traits that consistently differentiated leaders from non-leaders in different situations. In fact, we have seen a person can be a good leader in one situation and a bad one in another.

In the 1960s, the analysis moved from qualities to actions, and focused on how leaders should behave in different situations. One of the best-known models from that time was the situational leadership framework. In this model, different management styles are more effective for specific subordinate types. The subordinates were then classified into four categories, from lowest to highest maturity, depending on their levels of competence and motivation.

Starting in the seventies, studies of leadership focused more on the relationship between leaders and subordinates. One of the first studies with this focus was the Leader-Member Exchange. According to this theory, leaders build high/low quality exchange relationships with their subordinates, depending on the level of trust, respect, and obligation between the manager and each subordinate. Later, leadership was defined more specifically as a relationship of influence between the leader and his or her followers (now called collaborators). Out of this set of theories, two main schools have dominated the field of leadership studies in the last decades: transformational and servant leadership.
During the nineties, transformational leadership was embodied in a type of leader with great energy for change and the ability to manage large organizations. The essence of the transformational leader was characterized by a radically new vision: he or she possessed an image of an achievable future that improved upon the present situation and proved appealing to his or her followers. Transformational leaders are characterized by extraordinary will, and distinguish themselves by four main characteristics: charisma, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration.\(^\text{11}\)

Transformational leadership could be found, for example, in the case of GE under the Jack Welch tenure. “Revered widely as a charismatic and exemplary CEO,” Welch was fawned upon by media commentators as the best CEO of his generation, depicted glowingly in several hagiographies as a master transformer of a business. His leadership style was admired and emulated by many “as pedagogue, physician, architect, commander and saint.”\(^\text{12}\) Mainly due to its popularity and proven effectiveness in moments of change, transformational leadership is still one of the main models taught in training courses and business schools.

The second approach, called servant leadership, “originates from the natural feeling of wanting to serve, to primarily serve. Only then the conscious decision appears to aspire to lead.”\(^\text{13}\) The essence of the servant leader is characterized by a radical mission: a commitment to “serving others.” In this regard, the influence of servant leadership is deeper than that of transformational leaders, as it appeals to the need for people to find meaning in their work. Servant leaders are rooted in humility—extraordinary modesty—as these leaders put themselves and their vision in the service of a higher purpose. A plethora of anecdotal evidence has been used in the past to show examples of the servant leadership approach. Think for example on Jack Lowe, CEO between 1980 and 2004 of TD Industries, a US-based mechanical contractor ranked as one of the best companies to work for by the Fortune magazine. Based on a “servant leadership philosophy as the foundation of trusting relationships in the organization,” he established outstanding levels of trust and was able to make radical changes in the organization.\(^\text{14}\)

These two perspectives—transformational and servant—are not mutually exclusive. In fact, they necessarily complement each other. When transformational leaders forget the social character of the organizational purpose, leadership becomes an act of self-aggrandizement, the seeking of personal glory. Some authors call this the narcissistic leader.\(^\text{15}\) On the other hand, leadership without a challenging vision will eventually turn into a bureaucratic form of paternalism, which at an organizational level leads to inertia and stagnation.
These corruptions of leadership can only be avoided by a careful balance of transformational and servant leadership, in a positive combination of influence styles. In fact, some studies show that leaders in companies with the highest growth present a pattern of leadership characterized by both extraordinary will and humility, skills that combine the two schools. Such leaders show a combination of “compelling modesty” and “unwavering resolve.”

Challenging the Hierarchical Leadership

The traditional leadership models have a common characteristic: they are all hierarchical. These models understand leadership as a top-down process from those with more formal power (i.e., the managers) to those with less formal power (i.e., the employees). Through decades of development, employees have been granted a more proactive role in this process, evolving from mere subordinates, to followers, and finally, to collaborators. The results are clear: the more proactive employees can become, the better is the resulting performance. However, the dynamic is essentially the same: only the person in the highest position of the hierarchy can exercise leadership. Even in the case of empowering leaders, that is, leaders who share some aspects of the decision-making power, leadership is a privilege reserved only to the top position in the relationship.

In a business world characterized by accelerated transformation, the trend of leaders becoming less authoritarian and collaborators becoming more proactive is self-evident. The traditional idea of a leader at the top—or any position in the middle—is that of the one who knows best where and how to react to the changes in the market. This now, at the very least, is controversial. But the hierarchical model resists, and leaders remain attached to hierarchical power, even at the expense of losing leadership potential in the organization. Mainstream research keeps digging in the same direction: revisiting the benefits of empowerment, proactivity, and employee voice, without solving the structural problem that results from confining the leadership role to a single person in power.

However, the association between leadership and hierarchy is a self-imposed limitation on the essence of leadership as an influence relationship. Leadership can be exercised top-down, laterally, and/or bottom-up, as long as people involved in the relationship accept their role and responsibilities. Besides, sharing leadership does not necessarily damage the benefits of a hierarchical structure. Indeed, hierarchies have a managerial and controlling function that
does not overlap with the leadership process. Hierarchies are in place wherever there is a need to exercise power. But leadership is not about power. In fact, power-based leadership only produces poor leadership results, such as in the case of transactional leadership. PDL, a deep relationship of mutual influence that creates a real sense of purpose, is based on trust. And trust does not require any particular position of power. Even those in a position of power need to exercise their power in a way that does not destroy trust because managers cannot force true commitment using their power, but only by engaging in trustworthy behaviors.18

The main problem is: how do we create co-leadership dynamics within an organizational structure? Although shared leadership processes have been studied for a long time, they usually operate in contexts that lack hierarchical structures, like in the case of self-managed teams.19 The results of these studies show some advantage to shared leadership as compared to hierarchical leadership in areas such as task satisfaction, but generally fail to deliver better performance results. As a result, shared leadership still remains largely in the sphere of managerial theories, especially in the area of team dynamics, rather than being applied in real world cases. As leadership researchers have recently revealed, “Despite the widespread attention given to the importance of shared purpose, it is the rare leader who successfully establishes it.”20

The Rise of Purpose-driven Leadership

Traditional leadership theories and training courses focus on “What” leaders do and “How” they do it. New leaders want to learn from examples of successful leaders as to how to become leaders themselves: how to make tough decisions, how to create a transformational vision, how to develop loyal followers, and so on. They treat leadership as a competency, where behaviors or skills can be learned, or even worse, as a technique that can be replicated. However, purpose-driven leadership is much more focused on the “why” and the purpose. Rather than looking at what leaders do, PDL is more interested in understanding why leaders do what they do.

Think about Mandela, Gandhi, Lincoln, Muhammad, or Jesus Christ. The very essence of their leadership is not in “what” that they did, but “why” they did it. And this is something that cannot be imitated, because the “why” is exclusive and specific to every individual. Every purpose-driven leader has a unique “why” that makes each leader different from any other leader. Personal purpose encompasses life’s meaning and indicates what one lives for, his or her deepest aspirations. Personal purpose is unique to every individual, and only
he, or she, determines the real meaning and relevance of a personal purpose. It indicates what that person stands for, what makes that person unique. Thus, the development of a purpose-driven leader does not consist of acquiring a list of competencies and techniques to become as similar as possible to the role model leaders of the moment. Rather, it is the process of personal development and the discovery of purpose that will make the leader’s life truly authentic and meaningful. Because of this, in PDL, every leader is different and must be different.

In fact, having worked with thousands of leaders from around the world, Nick Craig of the Core Leadership Institute has never found two to be the same. Beyond and beneath the standard and superficial “save the world” aspirations are the powerful and unique gifts of purpose. These purpose statements give the flavor of just how unique:

I am the LEGO poet who builds a bridge from head to heart (Max, senior HR executive).
Input = ∫ Data * People @me (Rikkya, senior finance executive).
I come, I learn, I fix (Jeff, software development executive).

Based on our research and experience, the essence of PDL is based on three undertakings: first, the discovery of personal purpose; second, helping others find their personal purpose; and finally, connecting personal to organizational purpose (see Table 5.1). These three are the same at all levels of the company. It is not a linear model, neither is it top-down, horizontal, nor bottom-up. It is concentric and acts in all directions.

### Discovering Your Leadership Purpose

A leader, before leading others, leads himself. Often PDL is presented as if the leader were naturally and irrevocably connected to his personal purpose, as if purpose-driven leaders were born with their purpose imprinted. But nothing could be further from the truth. Personal purpose is developed through great efforts, forged through an interior dialogue, by leaders who are determined to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose-driven leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discovering your personal purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping others find their personal purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting personal to organizational purpose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
keep their personal purpose in their memory and reflected in their actions. And this is done constantly, every day. Through personal purpose, leaders find energy to influence those around them. This question, that many companies are increasingly discovering, is fundamental to understanding purpose-driven leadership and the dynamics that allow its expansion throughout organizations. It is what some call “leading from purpose.”

The “discovery” of purpose has two implications. The first one is related to understanding your personal purpose. Individuals must ask themselves *why* they want to become leaders, *why* they want to influence others. Leadership purpose springs from one’s identity, “the essence of who you are.”

For many leaders, this identity lies in key childhood experiences. Ranjay, a senior HR executive, knew that his earliest memories were of being on stage. He loved being in the spotlight, performing alone or as a cast member. If he did not have a script he liked, he would write one. Example after example throughout his life re-enforced a common thread that clarified his purpose, “Bring people to center stage, Lights! Camera! Action!” Once he realized this, his career and personal life made sense in a way they had not before. He knew now who he was and what he brought to a meeting or moment that was his unique gift.

Some characteristics of leadership purpose are as follows:

- It is related to the past, present, and future of who you are and who you want to be.
- It captures the unique gift you bring to the world. Ask, if someone with the same skills you have were to do the same job you do, what would be different? What would be different in your company if you were not working there?
- It is related to your inner motivations and values.
- It is not invented or chosen on an ad hoc basis, but is encountered or found from within (sometimes by trial and error).
- When you are connected with that purpose, it provides focus and energy.
- It affects all parts of your life. In work, family, friends, and social activities. Purpose can have different manifestations, but the essence remains the same.

The second implication is about rediscovering the purpose in everything you do, is about the capacity to recognize purpose in the daily activities and interactions with others. In this sense, personal purpose is not a destination but a “path.” Purpose gives meaning, but does not replace the personal effort of finding meaning in daily matters. Purpose must be always surprising, always new, and always present. Purpose is what makes every person different from others, and at the same time, it makes every day different from all others.
Discovering and rediscovering personal purpose is a completely different approach to traditional leadership and, in our experience, it is much more effective. For every person needs to understand the unique gift they bring to the world. It is the natural way individuals encounter their leadership potential.

Helping Others to Discover Their Leadership Purpose

Purpose-driven organizations are full of intimate relationships developed around purpose because purpose is entirely personal but not solitary. It is a “path” that co-creates with the purpose of others. It is a personal voyage ingrained in a collective journey. Think of a sailor who travels in a boat with a crew and a direction. His purpose cannot be disconnected from the purpose of his crew. Purpose is not a lonely, self-referential point but rather has impact and transcends the purpose of others.

This reality can be seen in many of the great leaders studied throughout history. These leaders received help from others to discover and rediscover their own personal purpose and, at the same time, they helped others to discover and rediscover their purpose. One person can do this even with a very small number of people, but its effect multiplies as leaders implicitly show others how to do the same with the other people they have in their sphere of influence. It is like a drop of water on a lake that ripples ever outward.

Helping others to discover their purpose includes sharing your own purpose while at the same time “listening” and embracing the purpose of others. It goes in a bidirectional way. It means helping others and receiving help from others. Sharing your personal purpose will be necessary for the discovery of purpose as “you can’t get a clear picture of yourself without trusted colleagues or friends to act as mirrors.”25 It keeps the flame of purpose alive and glowing even brighter. When you share your purpose with others, it extends a commitment to your own purpose as well as helping others discover theirs.

Helping others to discover their purpose means not only caring about “what” others do but also about “why” they do what they do. It is about embracing and accepting diversity. And of course, everyone must be conscious that it is always the other person who decides how and when to share their purpose. Helping others to discover their purpose is like a dance where the other person establishes the rhythm and the tempo.

This is quite different from what is usually taught in leadership courses. This kind of influence is not based on charisma or on inspiring rhetoric. It
comes from personal contact. It is a kind of leadership that takes place in an intimate way. This is rarely appreciated on the outside and many times is exercised without either the leader or the person who is led realizing it. It is what some call “true leadership.” Exceptionally, this leadership is exercised through concrete actions (e.g., acting as a mirror to discern and reflect another’s purpose), but ordinarily, and principally, this leadership is exercised by friendship and love of benevolence. Because, as research has consistently demonstrated, purpose-driven leadership is always accompanied by employees’ “efforts to provide emotional and psychological strength to one another.”

This might be surprising, but research is consistent in demonstrating that without intimate and trustworthy relationships, it is not possible to develop purpose-driven leadership. Indeed, it is not by coincidence that purpose-driven organizations spend considerable amounts of resources and time with their employees in hopes of developing more meaningful relationships. While for many companies these may be simple socialization exercises, for purpose-driven companies these are seen as one of the most effective ways to expand leadership.

Connecting Personal and Organizational Purpose

The third basic fundament of PDL entails finding connections between personal and organizational purpose. As purpose is expansive (personal and organizational), its natural development is about discovering points of intersection. Purpose-driven leaders not only influence because of their personal purpose but because of the way they integrate personal purpose at work and, ultimately, connect it with the shared purpose of the organization.

At the beginning of his tenure as CEO of Ben & Jerry’s, Jostein Solheim did not know what his purpose was. He was happy riding the wave of the Ben & Jerry’s purpose of changing the world by creating amazing ice cream through linked prosperity for everyone connected to the business. Yet, 18 months into a 24-month turn-around assignment, the question of what he should do next pushed for an answer. Should he take a promised two-level promotion or stay at Ben & Jerry’s? It was not helpful to look through the lens of the company’s purpose. Jostein needed to know what was his journey that he needed to take and how did it fit, or not, with Ben and Jerry’s.

When Jostein looked at his purpose “to thrive in paradox and ambiguity for things that really matter,” it called for him to stay. He realized that if he
took the promotion, other people—his staff at Ben & Jerry’s—would be living his purpose. To run Ben & Jerry’s with both founders still on the board while also being part of a huge multinational consumer goods company (Unilever) was the definition of paradox and ambiguity. Few would have said yes, but Jostein’s purpose was perfectly designed for this adventure. When he announced that he was staying, the team that was the magic behind the brand realized that here was a guy who really believed in the purpose of Ben & Jerry’s.31

When leaders connect their own purpose to the organizational purpose, their influence intensifies. This connection creates an effect that enhances purpose-driven leadership beyond the individual possibilities of each of its members. By these connections, leaders create a common source from which they draw leadership. Personal purpose is the essence of PDL, but it is ultimately the connection to corporate purpose that gives the individual the authority to act as a leader. This requires putting the company’s purpose at the center of leadership. In this sense, organizational purpose acts as a source of authority for being THE leader within the organization. Individuals can exercise some kind of leadership based on his or her personal purpose or charisma, but that it is quite distant of what we talk here. PDL is about embracing organizational purpose from the perspective of personal purpose. PDL demands low “ego” in a context of “commitment, cooperation and openness to change”, fostered by a sense of common purpose.32

This kind of leadership does not require a gifted person, but simply a person willing to put their gifts to the service of a collective purpose. As stated by Manuel Jimenez, CEO of a major auto parts company in the south of Spain: “in our company, the warehouse lads and distribution porters—many of them without even basic studies—understand very well what leadership is. They share a common purpose, that is what makes them leaders.” This form of leadership can often be seen, for example, in top performing sports teams. In such teams, the maximum potential of leadership is not based on technical skills or knowledge, but in leadership born from common purpose. There, all members share the same purpose, and, in turn, exert continuous and sustained influence to reinforce the leadership of others. In fact, in sports teams, success or failure is often attributed to the generation of what we could call multi-influence leadership. This phenomenon has been studied by many management experts, and in recent decades there has been a growing interest in applying it to business practices.
Integrating Traditional and Purpose-driven Leadership

Discovering your personal purpose, helping others to find their personal purpose, and connecting the personal and organizational purpose are the fundamentals of purpose-driven leadership. These three undertakings offer a new perspective on leadership that enhances the traditional approaches, unveiling the leadership potential of every individual, providing authenticity and unity in leadership. To the extent that organizations combine PDL with other leadership arrangements as a compelling vision (transformation leadership), service (servant leadership), or adapting their leadership styles to the different contexts (situational leadership), they can reinforce their leadership influence and make it more inspirational and effective. Indeed, all these arrangements are necessary for organizational purpose to develop.

However, the full development of PDL requires a fundamental change in the logic of leadership. It requires overcoming the strong inertia exerted by the top-down leadership model, which is the most common model applied in organizations today. We must move away from hierarchical leadership, where only the vision of the “boss” matters, toward shared leadership, which is grounded on a combination of personal and shared purpose. Managers must learn to be “leaders of leaders,” developing the leadership of others and helping them to do the same by cascading leadership throughout the entire organization. Thus, leadership, without losing its essence, must overcome the personalistic features of the hierarchical model and move on to lead purpose through a shared leadership model. In order to develop this, it will be essential for managers to overcome the idea that “they are the leaders” and others should be, and remain, their followers. Those in management positions must see others as potential leaders, not just as followers. Consequently, managers must avoid having employees merely following them by focusing their efforts on everyone, themselves included, so as to encourage every individual to pursue his or her own purpose within the context of a shared purpose. In this sense, all levels of employees must seek to change the perception of their roles, since they are no longer followers, but leaders that share a common purpose.

Notes
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Part II

Creating Purpose-driven Organizations
As the twenty-first century progresses, marked by a staggering increase in change, volatility, and complexity, many executives are having trouble resolving the tension between innovation and operational discipline. Some blame hierarchical structures for slowing down the decision-making process, generating excessive bureaucratization, and hindering innovation. This challenge is so difficult that it has led to several decades’ worth of management experiments that completely challenge traditional organizations—democratic companies, podularity, liberated organizations, holacracy—but none of them are offering a clear answer.¹ In general terms, these supposed ‘solutions’ do not always fit within the natural development of an organization and its institutional configuration, and moreover, by themselves they are unable to solve the problems of bureaucracy.²
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More recently, movements born from concepts such as ‘agile organizations’ are exploring new ways to develop adaptable and responsive structures. But what is commonly underestimated in their practical development is that structures, per se, do not create the energy or sense of meaning that a dynamic marketplace requires. It is simply not enough to challenge traditional structures in order to gain agility in organizations. Indeed, the common denominator we find in successful cases of highly adaptive organizations is a high sense of purpose.

Think about some of the successful ‘alternative organizations’ that have been studied over recent years: Gore, Patagonia, Morning Star, and Zappos. As we see things, the key to their success does not come only from eliminating hierarchies, but from combining alternative structures with an overarching sense of purpose. All of these companies have served as good examples of purpose-driven organizations. Gore and Patagonia are commonly used as exemplars of humanistic management. Morning Star, the tomato processing company in California that has ‘no bosses’, has been recognized by researchers as a highly purpose-driven organization, as is Zappos, which claims that its purpose is ‘to deliver happiness to the world’. It is no coincidence then that researchers are finding a high sense of purpose as core to successful and highly adaptive organizations. It is seen also at the foundation and creation of shared leadership. This is why loss of purpose is frequently cited in cases of adaptive failure (e.g. Nokia). Likewise, many attempts to create agile organizations fail because of a purposeless and disengaged workforce.

Hierarchy brings challenge (as with any human organization), but hierarchy is not the main problem. The underlying problem is that companies try to create more adaptative organizations by means of organizational forms that are themselves not structured around purpose. What companies need, rather, in order to gain agility in the new ‘purpose economy’, is not the unnatural introduction of alien practices, but organic systems and structures that fit within their existing institutional configuration and purpose. Purpose and agility have a fundamental interrelationship that requires a renewed understanding of traditional management practices.

Based on our research and consulting work, this chapter will offer an integrated view, one we refer to as ‘agile purpose’: the development of agile organizations by means of purpose-driven structures. First, we will show how purpose can be deployed into the management structure through the use of missions and further, of how to combine missions with forms of organizational agility in order to unleash the full potential of purpose.
Purpose and Missions

Activation of purpose through a compelling mission is considered by experts as fundamental for ‘unleashing the power of purpose’. This can be explained through the interplay of four basic management tools: missions, competences, objectives, and processes (see Table 6.1). The last three—processes, objectives, and competences—constitute the basic ‘operating system’ of a company. They represent the ‘what and how’ and relate to our tasks, achievements, and behaviors.

However, for purpose to prevail, it requires ‘a new organizational form’ that moves beyond the traditional management tools of ‘what and how’. It demands a form ‘that does not presuppose homogeneity of background or tasks’. Purpose is like a new ‘hardware’ that demands a new ‘software’. When management systems fail to support the development of purpose, then its development suffers because ‘the systems ordinarily prevail’. Many recent research findings are pointing in this direction.

Consider, for example, the research on goal framing. This theory argues that management systems based on objectives undermine the development of purpose, as they tend to focus on extrinsic gain and neglect the pro-social goals necessary for purpose development. This is consistent with other recent research that shows the tendency of target setting to focus inward and discount external information, promoting the ‘dark side’ of goal setting that can motivate unethical behavior, or increase the negative effect of goal-oriented management in turbulent environments.

In a way, this limitation is intuitive. Just as we know one can complete a lot of tasks without meeting the given objective, one can meet various objectives without fulfilling any purpose. This is something we have seen, for example, in the damage certain financial companies and institutions caused by incentivizing their managers to achieve objectives that systematically sowed the seeds of the financial crises and subsequently damaged the entire world economy.

Many experts insist that the solution is not to eliminate objectives, but rather to develop a new ‘cognitive/symbolic management’ approach that fosters the operationalization of purpose in organizations. As we see it, this new

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management tools</th>
<th>Related to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missions</td>
<td>Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competences</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Achievements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Tasks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 Basic management tools
cognitive/symbolic management approach is grounded in the implementation of missions.

**Corporate, Team, and Individual Missions**

At the corporate level, purpose and missions are frequently used as interchangeable terms as both reside in the domain of ‘why’. However, purpose and missions can also be quite different in substance. Purpose is generally described broadly, usually in one or two concepts. Missions are typically more concrete, reflecting the desired impact a company professes to its main stakeholders (customers, employees, shareholders, etc.). Missions are a form of externalization of purpose that make explicit the impact we have on others. Missions help to turn purpose into a practical reality, solidifying purpose into specific commitments to specific beneficiaries. Missions, at the collective or individual level, answer the questions: What are the main beneficiaries of our/my job? What is the impact we/I want to have on them?

Think about the videos that many organizations offer, showing their impact on society. When companies are true to their purpose, these videos are a great source of energy and motivation. Missions are like these videos, telling every employee and team what they specifically do for others: a colleague, a friend, a customer, a supplier, or society. Missions are the sum impact that each employee makes for the other in their sphere of influence.

In our experience, the use of missions can be a very powerful and effective management tool, but only when its practice meets three fundamental conditions. First, missions must emanate from the intersection between personal and organizational purpose. They are not simply an intellectual construct, or a technical design. Missions come alive from purpose as they arise from the domain of the new logic of purpose. As a result, missions have little to no effect when developed in contexts dominated by the old logic of management. This is the fundamental reason why they have been ineffective in so many companies. They are being used by companies that are not truly purpose driven. It is like having a software program that does not match the hardware. You can download it, but you cannot install it. If the company is not true to its purpose, missions are irrelevant. But if the company is true to its purpose, missions become of extreme importance.
The second condition is to ensure that the corporate missions are aligned with the intra-organizational missions (team and individual). As research has consistently demonstrated, the widespread practice of defining missions only at the corporate level is insufficient in helping employees understand how missions affect them personally, in their daily activities. The corporate purpose needs to be deployed in the form of missions to every individual, providing a consistent framework for organizational alignment. Expanding the presence of missions, as we see it, is a philosophy based on the principle of subsidiarity: matters should be handled at the most decentralized level. This principle, observed in the social and political arenas in many different cultures and countries, has been traditionally neglected in the theory of management and ‘it has rarely been applied to business organization’. However, it is the principle that resides in the new quest for purpose-driven organizations, as ‘embedding subsidiarity in purpose would give employees the autonomy and support, when necessary, to make decisions that are purpose-driven’. Intra-organizational missions make explicit to every individual and every team how their contribution impacts the company’s mission[s], and ultimately its purpose (see Fig. 6.1).

The third condition is that missions must be evaluable. Many organizations take great effort to define their missions at a corporate, team, and individual levels, yet they fail to establish respective mechanisms to measure their attainment. When this happen, missions fall into the ‘inspirational’ category,
becoming a public relations exercise or mere rhetoric. They lack having a tangible impact on its management. Implementing purpose by means of missions requires the discipline of measuring their performance to purpose. This is the case in Semillas Fitó, an international seed company based in Barcelona. They define their missions at the corporate and team levels and then use what they call ‘mission scorecards’ to monitor the progress of each mission relative to their corporate purpose.28

**Aligned Autonomy**

Missions constitute a fundamental tool to foster the equilibrium between alignment and autonomy. As missions emanate from purpose, they represent a ‘higher level’ of alignment than competences, objectives, or processes. By creating alignment through missions, organizations give structure to individual freedom, thereby increasing their capacity to see and respond to change. This alignment further helps both teams and individuals adapt and reconfigure their objectives and competences in a coordinated manner, without losing alignment to the company’s purpose. Consider, for example, the case of Spotify. Along with the company’s mission, each team has a long-term mission that is aligned with Spotify’s overall mission as well as coordinated with other teams’ missions. Through the alignment of missions, they create ‘loosely coupled and tightly aligned’ teams. As they say ‘it is kind of like a jazz band. Although each musician is autonomous, they listen to each other and focus on the whole song together. That is how great music is created’. With missions, Spotify provides a combination of high levels of autonomy and alignment, while leaving freedom for processes, objectives, and competences to be reconfigured by individuals. They do this without losing the overall alignment to their purpose. This is called ‘aligned autonomy’.29

Morning Star applies a similar approach. Their corporate mission is deployed in hundreds of personal missions—defined by its full-time and part-time employees. ‘Missions are the cornerstone of Morning Star’s management model’ where ‘you are responsible for the accomplishment of your mission and for acquiring the training, resources, and cooperation that you need to fulfill your mission’. By defining missions in this way, Morning Star has gained an overarching framework that makes possible ‘shifting the focus from rule-driven compliance to peer-negotiated accountability’.30

The capacity of missions to align organizations at a ‘higher level’ can also be seen in the highly complex organizations found in healthcare, where processes
are systematized and interdependent. Missions at different levels and functions (e.g. physicians, nurses, and managers) can support each group’s ‘understanding of the others’ mission, helping the integration of work and enhancing a shared sense of purpose. In this way, the coordination of missions overcomes the limitations of bureaucracy, giving more freedom to act within hierarchical structures. Take the case of Biok, for example, a leading cosmetics company in the Baltic region. They define missions at various levels of the company which helps them to move forward with new products into new markets with much more speed, while staying true to the spirit of the purpose along the way. Another case is that of the multinational oil company Repsol. They evaluate their alignment to missions—deployed by each department—by examining any conflicting issues (e.g. between sales and operations) and turning those into joint objectives. This practice facilitates cooperation, and even sacrifice when required. By promoting alignment at a ‘higher level’ of purpose, the coordination of missions helped Repsol to break silos and avoid escalating conflicts, changing drastically the levels of communication among departments, middle management, and employees.

Missions alignment can also guide the deployment of objectives, incorporating more agile and adaptive practices. We are used to understanding the alignment of objectives as a top-down process. But in reality, there are other ways to align objectives that can be more productive and flexible. These are, for example, peer negotiation (where objectives get discussed by teams) or bottom-up (where lower-level employees become the primary source of setting objectives). With missions, whether arrived at from top-down, bottom-up, or peer-to-peer, these practices are not exclusive but mutually reinforcing. Consider the case of the sales force of Alpha Omega, in Israel. In the overall context of missions alignment, base-line employees propose their objectives, then discuss in small groups with peers, and finally, agree with managers who aggregate and coordinate the objectives. This is the case as well for NalonChem, where a similar missions alignment process helped to reduce the time of setting objectives by half.

Finally, missions alignment helps to connect the organization to its stakeholders by setting objectives in what is called an ‘outside in’ approach. This approach considers actual market trends and needs, rather than taking a company’s prior year performance as the starting point. Thus, by combining missions with data from the marketplace, goals become more ambitious and adjustable, providing guidance, autonomy, and orientation for teams and individuals to define better objectives.
Agile Structures and Purpose

From a practical point of view, organizations can realize the benefits that emerge when their people are both autonomous and aligned in what we call the ‘agile purpose chart’. It shows the various outcomes that occur when we integrate missions into operational reliability and adaptability. Reliability refers to undertakings such as obtaining expected results, adjusting standards, meeting budgets, managing risk, following strategy, and so on, while adaptability refers to the autonomy of our work, the capacity for innovation, the ability to adapt to customer needs, or the improvement of processes, to name a few. When team and individual missions are combined with reliability and adaptability, we set the stage for a different kind of organizational structure. One that simultaneously develops and integrates into a holistic model. This model includes the concurrent combination of four hierarchical and self-managed organizational forms: governance hierarchy, management hierarchy, self-managed teams and self-managed networks (see Fig. 6.2).

Today, most companies continue to define themselves primarily by hierarchical designs. However, in reality, usually all four are present in purpose-driven companies. These four designs are indeed natural developments of purpose-driven organizations. The military is a good example of this. Despite their hierarchical structures, their collective high sense of purpose forms itself into a
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Fig. 6.2 Illustration of an agile purpose chart
well-orchestrated network of self-managed teams.\textsuperscript{39} Or in the case of Wikipedia: although it is a self-managed network of individuals, it requires some form of hierarchy for ‘legitimate authority’ to govern the purpose of the organization.\textsuperscript{40} In our experience, the model we present here helps to outline the actual potential residing in purpose-driven organizations. In short, it provides a framework in which each company can find its natural place, combining the hierarchical and non-hierarchical forms to best suit its purpose and institutional requirements. Every company needs to find its particular equilibrium in the use of the four designs mentioned above, and avoid the least productive scenarios residing on the fringes.

Through the framework, we have seen companies dramatically increase their ability to adapt to change, making profound transformations while, at the same time, reinforcing their commitment to the outlined purpose. For Jimenez Maña, the automobile spare parts company in Andalusia, this was indeed the case. The company initiated a significant transformation to its business by re-focusing efforts and activities around its true comparative advantage. It did so without the elimination of hierarchies. Instead, they combined hierarchical and self-managed structures, and facilitated their coordination and consistency through the use missions, which served as their source of overall alignment. To this end, the company employed self-managed teams and networks as a primary way of organizing their operations. Questions such as the definition of the strategy, the coordination of missions, or the establishment of compensation are addressed through the governance and management hierarchy.\textsuperscript{41}

In our experience, the agile purpose chart increases an organization’s ability to sense and react to change without losing its alignment to purpose. Such a model provides a legitimate source of authority to individuals and teams, empowering them not by the chain of command but primarily by purpose. It offers enormous potential for the development of organizations, helping to solidify purpose while enhancing motivation, adaptability, and agility. It is an answer to the question that organizational theorists struggle with when confronting a world of relentless change, ferocious competition, and unstoppable innovation: ‘How do we build organizations that deserve the extraordinary gifts that our employees bring to work?’\textsuperscript{42} The agile purpose chart helps people find their ‘right place’ in organizations by allowing them to express their personal purpose at work. This means giving individuals what is called ‘freedom within a framework’, allowing them the space to breathe, grow, and evolve within the company’s changing needs.\textsuperscript{43}

The agile purpose chart, in the broadest sense, provides a much deeper view of the organization as well as the person. Here each employee feels and acts as
the true protagonist of their work, and managers know how to handle, with skill, the delicate balance that exists between their role as leaders and their duty as bosses. Missions ultimately help incorporate the new logic of purpose that views employees from a transcendent perspective, capable of acting for reasons other than the mere satisfaction of their own needs. This now becomes the new point of departure, that is, when we see the organization through the lens of purpose we ultimately see the person through this same lens. Their reason for being shines because they are part of a high-purpose environment where they can more easily respond to their calling and give of themselves, freely and meaningfully in concert with others, toward a common end.
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Key Factors in Purpose Internalization

Carlos Rey, Frederic Marimon, and Marta Mas-Machuca

As discussed in previous chapters, excelling at purpose internalization is a common trait of purpose-driven companies. Purpose internalization occurs when an organization’s members integrate their personal beliefs and motivations with the organization’s purpose. We also know from research done by The Harvard Business School[1] that clarity of purpose throughout the organization has a positive impact on performance, suggesting that once purpose is discovered it must be clearly placed at the center of the company’s narrative.

For such a feat to occur, companies typically embark on activities that foster an employee’s purpose internalization through several means, such as videos, testimonies, and speeches. However, while defining and communicating your organization’s purpose is one thing, getting your teams to internalize its meaning and scope is quite another. As we have seen in many cases, efforts to communicate the purpose do not always lead to employees taking true “ownership” of it. This was the case of a multinational IT solutions provider in Europe. The company had a great reputation in the marketplace, ranking...
high on the “best places to work” survey. However, it received poor results when graded on the degree to which its purpose was internalized among its employees. As a result, the company embarked on an intensive campaign to communicate its purpose. They used screensavers, videos, and posters throughout the office. The management gave inspiring speeches, referring often to the purpose and published articles about it in the company’s internal magazine. Yet, after two years, the degree to which its purpose had been internalized was measured again and the same poor results were obtained.

Creating environments that enhance purpose internalization is indeed an art. However, a certain dose of science can help this art become much more effective. Start by asking, which means of communication might be most effective in transmitting the purpose and of those, which ones might best help your employees buy into the purpose?

To answer this questions, we developed a model for assessing purpose internalization across seven dimensions (see Table 7.1). Based on our empirical research, recently published in Industrial Management and Data Systems, we identified the best criteria for effective purpose communication. The results,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Knowledge of the purpose</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Understanding the importance of the purpose</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Visible commitment from leadership (overlaps with 5)</td>
<td>Significant (most relevant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Visible commitment of co-workers</td>
<td>Significant (most relevant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perceived coherence between purpose and practice (overlaps with 3)</td>
<td>Significant (most relevant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reflecting on the purpose</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Frequently recalling the purpose</td>
<td>Non-significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We consider “most relevant” load values > 0.7
explained in this chapter along with practical examples and implications, identified six effective dimensions and one that, surprisingly, despite its common use, is ineffective.

**Knowledge of the Purpose**

Simple as it sounds, people must have explicit knowledge and a clear understanding of the purpose to the extent that they are able to explain it in their own words. Several studies demonstrate the need for purpose to be clearly communicated, paying special attention to how the message is interpreted, as well as to the feelings and emotions that the message provokes. Take for example, the pharmaceutical company Ferrer, whose purpose “to advance the well-being in society” has been made accessible and meaningful to all employees according to its HR manager, “thanks to the intensive communication of this simple statement.” It has helped everyone, “from managers to factory employees, we use a common language when talking about our purpose.” Another example is that of ISS, the Danish Facility Services company. They communicate their purpose to a workforce of half a million people in a very straightforward way: “we facilitate our customer’s purpose.” To better bring this purpose to its employees, ISS engages in emotional storytelling and talking about internal examples of how this has been accomplished. This helps all workers, from the cleaning staff to the maintenance team to the catering crew, who clearly understand their roles in living out this purpose through the work they do.

When clear communication of the purpose and its content is lacking, organizations are more likely to develop confused messages, leading to ambiguity and lack of awareness. In such organizations employees struggle to explain their company’s purpose in their own words.

**Understanding the Importance of the Purpose**

One way of accomplishing this is to make the purpose relatable to a greater cause and consistent with a generally accepted value system. It must be accepted as the correct way to think and act. For this reason, it is necessary to clearly explain that the company’s purpose is good for not only employees but society at large. In order that employees understand the importance and need of purpose, organizations should consider using comprehensive arguments that relate the purpose to socially accepted values. A good example of this is
the training program for managers at Bimbo. Before explaining the company’s purpose, employees are encouraged to reflect upon their own purpose in life and the benefits of having one. Similarly, at Vygon, a French medical device company, the company periodically publishes stories on their intranet about people who achieved great feats and benefits thanks to a clear purpose.

This dimension should not be ignored, because if employees fail to understand the importance and need for a purpose, it will play no role in their personal beliefs and values. In this case, purpose runs the risk of being perceived as “just another fad” or worse, seen by employees as a marketing ploy, out of context with the organization’s various communication strategies.

Visible Commitment from Leadership

As suggested by many, “communicating purpose is the most central of all leadership behaviors” with the ability of employees to commit to purpose depending on this dimension. We have all seen examples of organizations that profess one thing but act completely different. It destroys credibility. This is equally true for purpose. The relevance of purpose is not so much the appeal of the message but the testimony as to its significance by company leaders. All too often, employees tend to appreciate their company’s purpose but need confirmation that their “bosses” are truly committed in order to accept it. When a leader communicates the purpose with authenticity and constancy employees begin to believe in the purpose themselves: “the purpose is signaled from the top, and unfolds from the bottom.”

Our research showed that commitment, at the managerial level, had the greatest impact on whether or not purpose was internalized and positively embraced. These results are extremely important for their practical implications. Purpose has become such a popular topic that, “even leaders who don’t fully believe face pressure from board members, investors, employees, and other stakeholders to communicate a higher purpose.” But this would be completely ineffective as purpose requires deep engagement of managers. This might seem to be a simple idea, but it is not. Many companies devote significant resources and time to achieve a technically impressive campaign because they believe this singular approach is what leads to success. Yet, if employees still do not see a real commitment by the leadership to the message, then the communication will be ineffective. Even more troubling is that this approach could be fatally discouraging for employees who want to believe the message, because it will negatively impact trust in future communications coming from
the top. The lack of trust in an organization’s message can turn into a general lack of trust in its managers, and erode even further the morale of the employees, affecting their motivation and commitment. In short, the most powerful communication medium is the authentic behavior of the company’s managers and leaders. This matters most.

For the founder of Bimbo, this has always been clear. He holds that anyone in management positions should be a “leader of the purpose” and thus show his or her own responsibility and commitment to it. Something similar can be seen at the tier one automotive component supplier, HUF Portuguesa. Here, the purpose is at the center of the performance evaluation model by which all employees are graded. In every company in which we have worked, commitment from the managers is necessary for creating interdependent contributions. Without commitment, the purpose lacks legitimacy and will not be shared by employees.

**Visible Commitment of Co-workers**

Seeing the commitment of those around us to the company’s purpose is significant because it forms the foundation of corporate identity and its shared belief system. For employees to internalize purpose, they must be convinced of the commitment of others in the organization, especially those with whom they interact regularly. This means we must be conscious of how purpose is ingrained in the company’s culture.

This dimension is considered by many to be a highly effective means for purpose to reach each and every employee more deeply. At JJC, a construction company in Peru, communicating their purpose is usually accompanied by images, examples, or phrases where employees show their personal commitment to the corporate purpose. This is similar at Jimenez Maña, a medium size company of automobile spare parts in Andalucía (Spain), where periodic videos and testimonies of employees appear on their intranet explaining the company’s purpose and how it contributes to their work.

Our results show that a true test of management’s commitment is the “perceived commitment of their co-workers.” These findings are consistent with the idea that shared purpose requires shared leadership, and this serves to “demystify the notion of charismatic/transformational leadership.” If employees do not see this commitment in their co-workers, it can lead to a sense that the company’s purpose is something abstract, and that it does not necessarily affect them personally.
Perceived Coherence Between Purpose and Practice

Coherence is present to the extent that an organization’s daily actions and practices, experienced by employees, are aligned with the principles and direction set forth by its purpose. When companies are true to purpose, the daily activities of the organization will naturally provide ample evidence of the company’s alignment to purpose. This is true for ISS, the Facility services provider, where the most seemingly trivial events, such as receiving a “thank-you” from a client, is communicated throughout the entire company as a sign of coherence to purpose. This is especially relevant when making difficult decisions that put the purpose to test, as may arise when a company faces the need for layoffs or fallout related to a public relations incident. The way the company acts in these situations, and equally important, how this is perceived by its employees, is crucial to the development of purpose.18

When a company truly lives its purpose, it becomes a “force” that elevates employee engagement. But if employees do not perceive coherence between purpose and practice, the purpose will lose credibility. Such a loss may occur due to ignorance or poor communication, especially among those employees who have limited knowledge about the general operations of the company. Hence it is important that the company “make a connection” by showing employees how their efforts benefit others.19

Our empirical analysis shows that perceived coherence between purpose and practice is significant to effective purpose internalization. However, we must note that, from the employees’ perspective, point number 3 listed as visible commitment from leadership is identical to point number 5 perceived coherence between purpose and practice (see Table 7.1). In other words, employees identify the company’s coherence with the management’s commitment. Accordingly, both dimensions can be combined and considered jointly. This is consistent with the interconnection between internalization and implementation discussed in previous chapters.20 Even companies that practice their purpose, such as a healthcare company that aims to “improve people’s lives,” must ensure its employees see a commitment by top management to this purpose and if this is not the case (e.g., if they think that the managers only care about money), the company will be perceived as incoherent (or hypocritical) by its employees.
Reflecting on the Purpose

For the purpose to come to life within an organization, there needs to be a means for people to reflect upon it. That is to say, it is not enough for only the top executives to consider the purpose, but rather it must be carried out consistently by all members of the company in such a way that it fosters a two-way communication. This is evident at the beauty products company, Biok, in Lithuania, where the various departments and areas engage each month in discussions about their purpose as well as their progress relative to its fulfillment.21 This is similar to a practice done at Alpha Omega, a high-tech neuroscience company in Israel, where employees all over the world are brought together in small groups to reflect upon their specific contribution to the purpose of the company.22 This level of intentional communication around purpose creates a positive environment, where employees are able to express their opinions about the purpose while at the same time build trust. Without such reflection, the purpose becomes what we might call an “apparent purpose” (or non-reflective), limiting it to a mere symbolic incorporation23 where employees regard the company’s purpose as a formality, but do not internalize its meaning.

Frequently Recalling the Purpose

In our original research, we considered this dimension based on the belief that frequently recalling the purpose ensures it will be ever present in the company’s and employee’s internal dialogues. This is typically relayed through means such as posters, screensavers, short company-wide email messages, and so on. With these actions, the company seizes the opportunity, every day, to remind its people of its purpose. In this initial research, we considered that the image evoked by the purpose would be a source of employee satisfaction because when a purpose is authentic and linked to personal values and beliefs, people welcome reminders of that which “gives meaning” to their actions and efforts.

However, our analysis indicates that this is not significant for purpose internalization. We invite the reader to carefully consider these findings. Certainly, a practice such as this can be useful in the early stages of a new purpose communication or when there are significant changes in the purpose, but only as a reinforcement of the dimension stated as point number 1, knowing the content of purpose. Because a communication plan that is solely based on recalling the purpose will be completely ineffective for its internalization. Indeed, companies that excel in the other six dimensions will have no need to
embark on such specific recollection practices, since the internal dialogue will naturally lead to keeping the purpose alive.

**Overall Effective Internalization**

The implications of this research are clear: organizations must move beyond mere tactics with regard to purpose communication, and guarantee that employees experience its essence in the workplace. In other words, a company’s communication must be oriented to create the necessary environment in which the purpose can flourish and ultimately become shared by all its employees. In this sense, the six significant dimensions identified in our research offer a guide for getting the environment right. Indeed, although they have been presented here independently, in practice they are rarely isolated. For instance, when a CEO explains the company’s purpose to her employees, she simultaneously reinforces both the “knowledge of” and “commitment to” the purpose. In fact, one clear recommendation from our research is that the dimensions must be developed coincidingly instead of employing only a few in piecemeal fashion. That is, if the company focuses on one or two dimensions alone, effective purpose communication is not likely to be achieved.

As a rule of thumb, our advice is to use the greatest possible number of dimensions discussed in this chapter. Every significant event of the company can be an opportunity to deploy some or even all of the dimensions, reinforcing their joint effectiveness and enhancing consistency in purpose internalization.

**Notes**


7. Worldwide leading bakery Mexican multinational with more than 130,000 employees.


20. See Chap. 3.


Nurturing Personal Purpose at Work

Carlos Rey, Juan Almandoz, and Alex Montaner

Every human being seeks a purpose, a “why.” Psychologists describe it as one of the main factors of resilience to survive under extreme circumstances. Viktor Frankl, an Austrian psychiatrist of Jewish origin, discovered in Auschwitz that having a purpose in life, something important to live for, contributed enormously to staying alive in the Nazi concentration camps. Researchers of positive psychology, among others, attribute having a purpose in life as one of the first causes of happiness, understood as “eudaimonia.”

In a world that is in constant flux, where the path to follow is unclear, and where it can be hard to tell right from wrong, having a guiding purpose can be life changing. When people discover their purpose and live accordingly,
their existence becomes more authentic and meaningful. Consciously or unconsciously, people seek to understand their purpose in order to reach and drive toward their full potential.

In today’s corporate world, the idea of a personal purpose at work—a “why” to guide our efforts and dreams—is increasingly making its way into companies. By clarifying a purpose, people find greater meaning in their work, thus improving their motivation, efficiency, and ability to lead. Nowadays, an increasing number of companies are well aware of this and, through training programs and coaching, they invite their managers to be thoughtful about their purpose. They believe that, to be authentic leaders, managers must be able to, first and foremost, identify their own purpose. In some of these programs, some people write their purpose down and keep it in their wallet; others draw it or represent it with concepts and ideas. In other programs, people are asked to write a song about their purpose!

Reflecting on the purpose of one’s work is a highly rewarding and inspiring exercise that can not only help one make better use of his or her abilities, but also serve as a guide in discerning future decisions. This exercise also helps to harmonize the purpose of the individual with that of the organization, which results in greater job satisfaction and quality of work. However, experience also shows that one’s purpose tends to weaken over time, running the risk of being forgotten altogether when not properly nurtured.

The root of this problem is often a weak perspective of what purpose really entails, and what activities help to drive its development. Of course, the path to purpose does not end with a slogan, drawing, or plaque. Rather, defining one’s purpose is merely where the path begins. What should one do to keep purpose alive over time?

Based on our experience and research, this chapter attempts to present a holistic model for personal purpose, and the processes that drive its development. With our model, we hope to provide a design framework for the development of programs and initiatives that center around purpose at work. However, it is only a model, and as such it is necessarily incomplete. Many nuances are missing or are not treated here with the depth they deserve. But we are satisfied that our recommendations cover the main dimensions of purpose at work and will act to stimulate its future development.

**Head, Heart, and Hands**

Many experts explain purpose as our raison d’être (our reason for being) or in other words, our “why,” being the essence of what we bring to this world. But purpose is not born from just any “why”—one that might only subjectively explain a person’s actions. Rather, purpose reflects the identity of a person
objectively, in terms of what they actually do. In some cases, for example, this identity can be linked to practicing a recognized profession, one that contributes to the well-being of society. Objectively, that purpose would transcend the motivation of the person practicing such a profession. Take a doctor, for instance, who might have several motivations for her work, whether that be to make money, to be the best doctor in the hospital and gain recognition, or simply, to pursue a career. While the perception of herself as a doctor can be characterized by other elements such as her degree, her knowledge, the clinical methods she uses, as a doctor, none of these are her purpose. When we talk about purpose, a person’s degree, knowledge, or even their accolades are rather irrelevant. What matters is that which most characterizes her as a doctor: to heal people, to save lives.

Although all doctors share an objective purpose because they belong to the same profession, it is also true that each person is unique and immersed in a different context. Therefore, subjectively the “why” can also be something intimate and unique for each person, linked to one’s own subjective identity and, at the same time, open to others, and to the satisfaction of the needs of others.

Much like we have seen from organizational purpose, from the subjective perspective of the individual, the purpose is not a monolithic idea. Rather, an individual will have a purpose that entails three interdependent dimensions. The first dimension reflects the knowledge that each person has of their own purpose; the second is the practical implementation of the action, and the third is the motivation that drives people to carry out that purpose. These three dimensions can be symbolized in three fundamental parts of the human body: head, heart, and hands (see Fig. 8.1).

**Head**: In order to live our purpose, we need not only to know it but also to know how to communicate it. In other words, when we understand our purpose and are able to express its contents and meaning, in our own unique way, then it comes to life and starts to answer the age-old questions of: Why and for whom am I here? Who do I serve, or should I serve, and how? These are deeply personal questions and ones that we alone should freely answer for ourselves. It is not critical that our purpose be written down, but simply that we know it and that we are able to explain it (even if we explain it only to ourselves).

**Hands**: However, purpose is not knowledge alone, like an algebra problem that ends once solved. Nor is it like an inspiring slogan that is hung from the office walls for further contemplation. Rather, a proper understanding of purpose is to recognize that it also leads us to action. In fact, many say that, in order to truly know someone’s purpose, look to their actions. Purposeful
action is in itself an essential part of purpose. Without it, our purpose is incomplete. If our purpose is not carried out through our deeds, then indeed we have no purpose at all.

**Heart**: And finally, for purpose to be empowering, it must transcend both our knowledge and action. Purpose is energy, will, impulse; it is the inner force or motivation that orders and drives our internal potential—our values, beliefs, desires, affections, and feelings. When we compare our purpose to another person’s we find that ours resonates internally and compels us to act. Another person’s purpose does not have this same effect on us, although it might be somewhat inspiring. In fact, when we discover the energy in another person’s purpose, it is likely that there is a connection to certain aspects of our own. This dimension of purpose moves us. We come to see our purpose as not only a responsibility to fulfill, but as something that is born from within, deeply personal and motivating.

### Coherence, Authenticity, and Integrity

Our purpose is internalized and sustained when these three dimensions—heart, head, and hands—are linked, respectively, through coherence, authenticity, and integrity (Fig. 8.2). We define these words in the following way.

**Coherence** is defined as the fit between knowledge and action—between what we define as our purpose and what we actually do. When we are coherent with our purpose, it shows through meaningful practical deeds. Coherence entails the deployment of purpose in ambitious and realistic commitments.
that are adaptable to our personal capabilities as well as our surrounding circumstances.

**Authenticity** is the fit between knowledge and motivation. It is the connection between what we define as our purpose and what really moves us internally. It considers the values, beliefs, and feelings that feed into our purpose. No doubt, we are the first to benefit from authenticity, as it builds order and harmony in our beliefs and feelings. Authenticity thus reflects our purity of intention. For that reason, it helps us build trustworthy and lasting relationships with others.

Finally, **Integrity**, is the fit between motivation and action. It connects the motivation we derive from our purpose to our day-to-day actions. Integrity, as the “synthesis of virtues,” is about living purpose in a natural, yet habitual way. It is earned over time and stimulates the ability to transform purpose into consistent action, performed on a regular basis, in harmony with our motivations. Integrity is the quality of being naturally authentic and coherent in every moment and in everything we do—both the most significant and the most commonplace.

Coherence, authenticity, and integrity represent the strength and quality of a purpose. We could say that they are the fundamental leading indicators, the “scorecard” for our personal purpose.

**Living Our Purpose to the Fullest**

For our purpose to develop, in its fullest sense, the three dimensions must be aligned. Purpose must be whole, of one piece. In this sense, our quest is not only to discover the *most inspiring* purpose, but also to achieve harmony
and fit between its three dimensions. To develop our purpose, and to live it out in a coherent, authentic, and integrated way, it is helpful to focus on six fundamental areas of development. Below, we briefly describe each one and include some reflective questions to illustrate their scope and development (Fig. 8.3).

1. **Self-knowledge.** Before all else, and for us to more fully understand our purpose, it is helpful to reflect upon our experiences, our talents and potential, and ask ourselves: in which areas of my work might I have the greatest impact on others? This type of knowledge comes from observation, analysis, and reflection upon our own activity as well as feedback from others. It is based on evidence, facts, results, and concrete behavior in action. This self-knowledge leads to the appreciation of what we do well—for having developed certain skills, strengths, or being gifted in certain ways in areas that we find meaningful. Focusing on what we do well can provide a sense of contribution to our identity.

   Reflective questions to ask:

   - What are my main talents and strengths? Have I identified them clearly?
   - What am I especially good at? When do I function naturally, almost effortlessly, and it is valued, especially by others?
   - How do my actions contribute to making the world a better place?
   - In what activities do I feel I contribute my best self to others?
• Who are the beneficiaries of my work (people or groups)?
• What might my contribution be to the mission of my company/organization?

2. Self-awareness. In our journey to purpose, we will need to discover a higher level of awareness in ourselves and connect with our internal drivers—our beliefs, values, desires, dreams, feelings, affections, and so on. These help to provide us the guidance toward what may ultimately become our purpose. It is all about becoming aware of our deepest motivations, those which often remain invisible to others, and at times to ourselves as well, unless we take the time to sincerely reflect about them.

Reflective questions to ask:

• What are the problems in this world and in my professional environment that particularly concern me?
• What are three core values of most importance to me?
• What would I never accept, under any circumstance?
• What do I enjoy doing? What especially motivates me? What do I love about my work?
• What would I do if fear were not a consideration?
• Which past projects am I most proud of? What was at stake?
• In what activities do I feel a natural ability to give my best?
• The day I retire, what would I like people to say about the impact I had on them?

3. Motivation plan. This process is about reinforcing and enhancing the energy that drives our purpose. Through the motivation plan, the space occupied by our purpose in our inner dialogue—imagination, desires, values, affections, feelings, beliefs, and so on—is broadened. It enhances the motivational power of purpose and keeps it alive through actions such as reflection, meditation, visualization, storytelling, dialogue, and gratitude. Actions such as these can be distributed throughout our day or periodically concentrated into longer periods, in order to keep purpose front and center in our daily activities.

Reflective questions to ask:

• Do I recall my purpose and reflect on it every morning? Do I cherish it?
• Do I do this throughout the course of my day?
• Am I grateful for having a meaningful purpose?
• Do I take my purpose into consideration when making important decisions?
• What techniques or resources do I use to keep my purpose front of mind during the day?
• Do I have role models in my life who inspire and serve as an example to drive my purpose? Do I often communicate with people who have a similar purpose?
• Do I study topics related to my purpose that inspire and reinforce my commitment?

4. Action plan. Living our purpose means putting it into practice, defining it in personal commitments that are relevant, ambitious, meaningful, and thereby allowing it to lead us to act. The development of an action plan entails projects, actions, decisions, skill development, missions, objectives, and goals. Plans can be short term, lasting days or months, or on the other hand, they can cover a period of several years or even a lifetime.

Reflective questions to ask:

• How am I measuring progress relative to living my purpose? Do I have clear indicators to evaluate progress in my purpose?
• What can I change to make my purpose more effective?
• What new skills can I develop to make my purpose more effective?
• Who can I rely on to make my purpose more effective?
• What missions and SMART goals aligned with my purpose would I like to achieve in the coming days, months, or years?
• What stretch goal (ambitious or audacious) could I accomplish? How would I break it into actionable parts?

5. Habit development. Purpose is not only practiced in our plans but also, and especially, through our actions. Purpose is enacted when we develop habits, or spontaneous behaviors, that allow us to carry out our purpose in a natural way, often without effort and unconsciously. Good habits include, for example, the classic list of virtues (practical wisdom, justice, courage, and temperance) or the seven habits of S. Covey. These general frameworks, however, should be used with caution, because each purpose, depending on its content, will demand more unique or specific habits.

Reflective questions to ask:

• What do I do frequently and spontaneously throughout the day to live my purpose?
• Have I identified the main habits that drive or could drive my purpose?
• To what extent do I implement my purpose in my daily practice?
• What new habit(s) could I develop to accomplish my purpose with greater impact?
• What negative habits hold back the development of my purpose?

6. Managing emotions. The energy we derive from our purpose does not only come from reflection and meditation but also from our ability to connect our purposeful actions to our emotions and feelings. On the one hand, managing emotions is about identifying and enhancing the positive emotions that are generated when we live our purpose with integrity. On the other hand, it includes taming any of the negative emotions that might weaken our resolve. We can do this through techniques such as reframing, observation, and discernment.

Reflective questions to ask:

• How do I feel when I notice I am succeeding in furthering my purpose? What positive emotions does my purpose generate?
• Am I aware of these emotions in my daily practice? What do I do to enhance them?
• Do I celebrate my successes related to enacting my purpose?
• Do I keep a positive attitude in the face of difficulties? Do I look for ways to overcome “purpose failures” in a positive spirit?
• Am I able to enjoy the efforts I take in fulfilling my purpose?
• Do I find a sense of purpose in the little things in life, and overcoming monotony?
• What is my internal dialogue in difficult times or contradictions? At such times, does carrying out my purpose entail more of an effort?
• Am I positive about these difficulties and do I see them as opportunities to put my values into practice?

The Path of Purpose

Each process above plays an essential role in the development of purpose at work. The first two—self-knowledge and self-awareness—help us to discover our purpose and keep it real by adjusting to changes in our professional life as well as to the evolution and progress of our own abilities. The second two—motivation and action plan—help our purpose become a practical reality, leading and effectively directing our daily practice while feeding our need for satisfaction. And the final two—habit development and emotion management—help us live out our purpose over time in a natural and spontaneous
way without having to think too much about it, while cherishing it at the same time. Together, these processes contribute to our living a full and meaningful purpose in life.

A good program for the development of purpose at work, one that is intentional about making a lasting impact, should pay balanced attention to all six processes, stimulating the unfolding of purpose in each. If one is omitted, there is a risk that the purpose will gradually lose strength and, over time, become lost. Many complain about a lack of effectiveness in the variety of personal growth and self-improvement programs that, despite being inspiring, do not achieve long-term changes in people. Perhaps the failure in those programs is that they concentrate on only one of the dimensions—head, heart, or hands—while all three are indispensable for a sustainable personal purpose.

In any case, a purposeful life is more than a goal to be perfectly attained or a particular destination, it is a way of living and being. We should not worry about whether or not we achieve perfect knowledge, perfect track record, or perfect motivation in our purpose as this may be a recipe for unhappiness and dissatisfaction. G.K. Chesterton’s famous aphorism puts it well: “If a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing badly.” What one should care most about then is always moving forward in one’s purpose. It is a direction or journey more than a destination. This is where we find both a sense of real impact and a source of true contentment.
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(Re)Discovering Organizational Purpose

Clara Fontán, Ángel Alloza, and Carlos Rey

We find ourselves immersed in a new economic and social cycle which we can name “the economy of intangibles”. This new economy is characterized by a growing share of intangible assets creating business value and the fact that the perception of success is strongly associated with the recognition expressed by its various stakeholders (i.e. employees, clients, shareholders, suppliers and society in general). As we know, creating value is based on the equilibrium between an organization’s capacity to sustain differentiation and the ability to achieve legitimization. However, traditional analysis of the sources of differentiation and legitimization have changed: while in the past it was about creating new products and services, nowadays companies place value on the ability to manage intangible assets and resources, elements that form a more sustainable source of legitimacy and are harder to copy.

In this context, purpose emerges as an essential resource that is instrumental in achieving this uncopiable differentiation as well as securing stakeholder trust. Indeed, recent studies point to the fact that performance of those companies that had a clear sense of purpose improved tenfold between 1996 and 2013 as compared to average performance demonstrated by S&P 500...
companies. Generating an authentic and coherent purpose is fundamental for achieving organizational legitimacy and a good reputation.

Today, citizens demand that organizations create ethical, social, environmental and economic value and thus have a positive impact on the quality and condition of people’s lives. Think, for example, in the recent findings that demonstrate “an increase of between 17% and 33% of self-determination at work for a corporate objective focused on stakeholders compared to one focused on profits”. However, the gap between expectation and perception is currently very big: only 39% of citizens believe that organizations work hard to improve people’s quality of life and they generally would not mind if 76% of brands disappeared. In order to bridge this gap, a deep transformation in corporate leadership, culture and behavior is required. Many are asking CEOs and executives to rethink the role of their companies, their impact and the legacy they will leave for future generations.

As we have seen in previous chapters, purpose is an organization’s cornerstone. The role of purpose can be described as follows. Purpose...

- is the key conduit for generating unity throughout an organization;
- fosters leadership development at all levels of the organization;
- acts as a filter for making strategic decisions and establishing the fundamental principles that define the business model;
- provides an overarching framework for organizational agility, stimulating a joint combination of autonomy and alignment that liberates the highest potential in every employee;
- furnishes an organization with the meaning of its activity: the whys and wherefores of its actions, its place in the world and its understanding of its role as a relevant social actor.

In this chapter, we will tackle some fundamental questions for (re)discovering corporate purpose in an approach that integrates the external and internal perspectives of an organization. We will consider purpose as a process that is directed inside-out and is reinforced outside-in, generating connections and identity with different stakeholders. Finally, we will show that corporate purpose can be understood as a co-creation that results from a dynamic dialogue between key stakeholder groups.

Although purpose seems to be a difficult aspect to define, it can always be found. Indeed, “we do not invent a higher purpose; it already exists”. Based on our research and experience, this process has to include at least four undertakings (see Fig. 9.1).
Drawing the Map of Key Stakeholders

From an internal perspective, employees have the frontline position to define the corporate purpose. And when setting purpose, companies offer their people an opportunity to participate in a project of superior order and to contribute something worthwhile, appealing to their fundamental motivations as human beings; to their transcendent motivation. That is why employees of companies with a strong sense of purpose play such an important role in the process of brand building. They are the first link to an organization’s chain of relations.

A good illustration of this is the case of Southwest Airlines. The true key to Southwest’s business model and uniqueness resides in the construction of a solid corporate culture around a shared purpose: “connect people to what’s important in their lives through friendly, reliable and low-cost air travel”. The company places its own employees at the center of its business model, convinced that their high commitment and satisfaction will translate into good quality service for its customers. As Southwest Airlines’ Executive Director and CEO Gary Kelly says, “our people are our single greatest strength and most enduring long-term competitive advantage”. Our principles that turn the company’s corporate purpose into reality and serve as the basis for its values are a “warrior’s spirit”, “a servant’s heart”, and “a fun-living attitude”. These three elements host the values that explain the Southwest living way.

When it comes to defining corporate purpose, employees are key, but so are other stakeholders. Under the new logic of purpose, organizational purpose is
created by cognitive, emotional and active connections to organizational purpose.\textsuperscript{19} By expanding the traditional view of organizational boundaries beyond the traditional legal or competence perspectives, we incorporate a broader view, one based on identity.\textsuperscript{20} In this view, other agents such as clients, shareholders, opinion leaders or experts, top managers or community members can be considered organizational members as much as they identify with the purpose of the organization.\textsuperscript{21} Corporate purpose, rather than being defined for the stakeholders, is defined \textit{with them}.\textsuperscript{22}

Thus, when defining the purpose, companies should reflect upon the key stakeholders that ought to be part of the organization—those agents who are likely to identify with the organizational purpose. Identification and prioritization of these groups is driven by the degree of their potential identification with the organizational purpose and their ability to contribute to its development. An example of this process is found in the corporate purpose definition of BBVA: “Internally, the research exercise sought to identify the culture, values and expectations regarding the company. It explored the vision and values shared by the company’s directors and staff at all company levels. Externally, it searched for market trends and stakeholder motivations, as well as direct and indirect competition. In total, BBVA interviewed 100,000 consumers in more than 20 countries. BBVA also undertook 100 focus groups with consumers, shareholders and employees, and 100 in-depth interviews with directors and opinion leaders”.\textsuperscript{23} Through this exercise, BBVA placed employees, clients, opinion leaders, shareholders, top management and society as key pieces of the stakeholder’s map to define its purpose. But this is not a one-time project. Purpose definition is an ongoing process that evolves over time and is sensitive to internal and external contextual changes. And this is the case for BBVA.\textsuperscript{24} Its identity (future) is stable over time, but the form of its purpose changed from the original form documented in 2003. At that time, BBVA articulated its purpose as “we work to create a better future for people”, with the claim “going forward”. Today it is defined as: “To bring the age of opportunity to everyone”, with the claim “creating opportunities”.

\section*{Identifying Relevant Topics for Stakeholders}

Nowadays, expectations of an organization’s role in society is much higher than in the past: today’s citizens support companies for what they represent rather than for the products or services they sell.\textsuperscript{25} They want companies that use their influence to have a positive impact on people’s lives and to progress humankind. Creating a meaningful purpose requires not only an understanding of the issues that worry various stakeholders but also, to a certain extent, an
ability to read trends and understand the logic of society. All in all, it means knowing which big social issues worry one’s stakeholders and what the business is expected to do in order to improve this world.

Many companies use Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as a reference point in the process of identifying their stakeholders’ most relevant issues. This domain incorporates such aspects as hunger, poverty, health, working conditions, consumption, climate and so on. Linking purpose with one of these universal values may be helpful in achieving strong identification with stakeholder groups. Another referral point is what some call “paying attention to peripheries” by looking at areas where people feel excluded and/or identifying social needs around the organization that have been disregarded or overlooked by society.

In order to identify relevant topics, companies must establish the means of actively listening to the agents that form the organization’s stakeholder map. Their perceptions and opinions should be integrated with the analysis of relevant topics. For this, contextual, reputational and social intelligence is needed. Keeping track of social trends and concerns allows organizations to identify truly relevant topics and narratives. A good example of introducing a system of corporate listening is provided by McDonalds, which used awareness of social concerns to re-focus its brand positioning in the face of a new global challenge, obesity. Another success story is the brand positioning performed by Dove in the beginning of the 2000s around the concept of “true beauty”. Dove decided to redefine its brand position, away from the mere idea of soap, to that which was more in line with the purpose of its corporate brand: create a better future every day. The starting point for positioning the brand around real or natural beauty was determined after studying the conclusions of international research showing that only 2% of women say that they consider themselves beautiful, and only 12% are satisfied with their physical appearance. The study also offered more specific data about social pressure reported by women, the result of more recent fashion and beauty trends. All of this gave rise to a campaign entitled: For Real Beauty. The campaign recognized a social concern and took a leading stance on the issue, placing the campaign as a specific narrative, generating socially relevant content aligned with corporate discourse that strengthened the company’s stakeholder relations.

Promoting Internal and Strategic Reflection

The analysis of relevant topics and monitoring of stakeholder opinions and expectations, which includes listening to employees, clients and society, have to be complemented by qualitative meetings among top management.
Executives must review this information and further engage in the critically important process of defining the organization’s distinctive features—its legacy and the future it hopes to build. It does not mean that all companies have to “change the world”. Instead, it means being able to commit to a shared belief, which leads a company to make a significant contribution in the areas where it operates.

Drawing on the motivation—knowledge—action dimensions of purpose that we reviewed in the previous chapters, an internal reflection of purpose can be seen as a striking balance between: (1) “want to be” for example, the corporate dream; (2) “have to be” for example, society and stakeholder expectations and (3) “can be” the company’s objective capabilities and strengths. The “being” of the organization, found at the intersection of these three circles, is expressed through its purpose (see Fig. 9.2). An example of this relationship is found in Danone, which “wants to be” a company dedicated to health; “has to be” like this because of its consumer expectations, who trust the nutritional value of its products; and “can be” like this through its food production, which is the essence of its business model. The result is the important role that Danone plays in the development and well-being of all citizens in all parts of the world. The intersection of these three dimensions yields its reasons for existence, a purpose of superior order: creating a healthier future.

From a brand perspective, some authors recommend reflecting on purpose by analyzing relevant stakeholder topics in conjunction with the company’s history and the impact its products and services might have in tackling such concerns. In this way, purpose is reinforced by the company’s historical legacy, its values and culture and its connection with consumer expectations.

Fig. 9.2 Purpose as the intersection of three dimensions of ‘being’
This turns the purpose on a central axis, sustaining the brand and its chosen direction.

Unilever offers a perfect example of this idea. In the last few years, the company has seen its brands, those that are defined around a purpose, double in economic growth as compared to brands that are not defined by purpose. Some experts are now claiming this to be the way toward a different model of capitalism, in the long run, a conscious and humanistic capitalism. In essence, purpose and the values that define it, worked to permeate the organization’s leadership style, nudging Unilever to reword and redefine the positioning of all its brands. One of the most relevant projects that they are implementing is the Sustainable Living Plan, which attempts to significantly influence the behavior of employees (more than 170,000), suppliers (about 200,000), clients (2 million), partners and even competitors in order to help them choose and maintain a more sustainable way of life.

**Articulating a Differentiated Purpose**

There is an irreplaceable imprint that characterizes a great purpose, one which has a positive and beneficial impact in the eyes of the audience. A differentiating purpose must address a critical question: would our stakeholders miss us if we ceased to exist? As some experts suggest, “a great purpose is grounded in something universally true that is authentically delivered by your brand and product”. Think, for example, in the case of Patagonia. The organization was inspired by its founder’s values and chose to place a social purpose at the center of its business: “tackle the environmental crisis”. By doing this, the company managed to achieve a leading position in the market as a responsible, coherent organization, committed to the environment and generating social value.

Articulating a differentiated purpose is the most creative part of the process, because it implies distilling the corporate purpose to a sentence that can drive the corporate narrative and express the organization’s unique contribution to the world. Corporate branding experts recommend: (1) be concise by using short phrases, (2) be straightforward by avoiding jargon, (3) seek what is characteristic—“this is us”, (4) stay authentic, firmly ingrained in the organization and (5) seek what is timeless, rooted in the past and forward looking to the future. That, for example, is the purpose of Walt Disney, which has been guiding the company for decades: “create happiness by providing the finest in entertainment for people of all ages, everywhere”. Or Nestlé’s purpose, reflected in three overarching ambitions: Enable healthier and happier
lives (focusing on nutrition, water and rural development); develop thriving, resilient communities (focusing on sustainability); and steward resources for future generations (with a focus on having zero environmental impact in operations).41

Besides, purpose must reach, not only employees, but also the other stakeholders of the company. As some experts suggest, purpose must be “clear enough that the investors, employees, partners, and customers could articulate it”.42 It can be compared to a song. From the official version, different players can make covers in different styles (pop, rock, heavy, unplugged, symphonic orchestra etc.) but “the key is for everyone to follow the same melody”.43 Thus, purpose must be expressed in a way that can be used and replicated by different stakeholders without losing its essence. Examples can be seen with Starbucks: “to inspire and nurture the human spirit—one person, one cup and one neighborhood at a time”; or Facebook: “to share and make the world more open and connected”.

Finally, purpose must be expressed in a way that favors co-creation with those who are expected to identify with the purpose. Fostering purpose co-creation requires that its articulation invites key stakeholders to become a part of the purpose by participating in the formation of its definition and meaning. Thus, the way purpose is articulated has to impel customers, employees, suppliers and so on, not only to be beneficiaries of the purpose but also co-creators of the same. It has to reflect the aforementioned idea that purpose is not made for the stakeholders but with them. The company’s purpose is created by internalization and it is reinforced by identification, which occurs when stakeholders groups identify with it. A good example of this might be the purpose of Nike—“to bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the world”. In the articulation of its purpose, Nike actively encourages customers (athletes) to inspire each other, offering a narrative—“just do it”—that goes far beyond the products Nike sells.44

Once purpose is defined, it has to permeate not only the corporate narrative but also the production of the company’s content, brand experience and messaging. However, many organizations fail from this perspective. Indeed, not all companies that have a purpose are recognized by their purpose. Being true to purpose is a necessary condition, but being recognized by purpose requires a joint development of internal and external communications.45 Think, for example, in the case of TOMS, whose marketing claim “one for one” promise to deliver a pair of free shoes to a child in need for every sale of their retail product, or Patagonia, whose advertising campaign “Don’t buy this jacket” promotes responsible consumption and reinforces the articulation of their purpose; or Zappos, through the values and corporate culture expressed
in the “delivering happiness” purpose. This approach requires consolidating the corporate brand as the platform for expressing purpose. Thus, the purpose turns into an extremely important tool: the central axis of corporate narrative strategy as well as a platform for relations with stakeholders.

In this chapter, we have discussed how to discover and rediscover a corporate purpose in a way that creates connections between the organization and its stakeholders. We have suggested a roadmap for setting a relevant purpose, aiming to generate an authentic connection with stakeholder groups and mobilize them into supportive behaviors.
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In the preceding chapters, a new logic for the twenty-first-century organization was proposed—the logic of leading based on a shared and common business purpose, one that captures the mind, captivates the heart, and guides the day-to-day routines of every individual in the organization. In view of this new logic, though, the question becomes, how are leaders to assess whether or not the purpose of the business is truly common and deeply shared?

To be able to answer such questions, it is crucial we have a perspective that allows for the gathering of our employees’ thoughts and feelings, a system that assesses the organization’s health, and its areas for improvement upon which to base our actions. These actions will be the more effective the better the assessment systems in which we make our diagnosis. It is not only about measuring discreet variables, but also knowing how they are related to each other,
identifying the causes of some of them, the effects of others, and which variables accelerate the relationships among them.

In order to meet this threefold objective of assessing, diagnosing and enhancing the purpose strength in an organization, we developed the Purpose Strength Model, shown in Fig. 10.1, which establishes the basis for the development of a measuring tool.

We begin by focusing on the core of the new paradigm (shown in the middle of the diagram below), the shared purpose. Based on this paradigm, we then integrate those remaining variables that play a significant role. We will firstly identify the main consequences. We further identify the main antecedents on which it is possible to act in order to design an organization around a shared purpose (drivers) and, also, the variables that speed up or slow its development (accelerators).

**Shared Purpose as the Core**

The essence of the model we propose lies in the generation of a shared and common business purpose, one that pivots on a triad of knowledge, motivation, and action. In other words, for a business purpose to be shared, it must be such that it illuminates the mind (knowledge), captivates the heart (motivation), and guides the daily work of the organization’s employees (action): illuminating, captivating, and guiding are the three elements that must characterize the business purpose so that it becomes internalized by all (Fig. 10.2).
However, it must be recalled that the generation of this shared purpose is a lengthy, continuous process and, at times, an unstable equilibrium. It is a lengthy process because purpose is not something one should define from a top-down view and expect others to internalize immediately. All too often, organizations have a very well-defined purpose that is announced clearly and yet, at the same time, we often still encounter many within teams who hardly identify with it. Identification is a key word. Organizational purpose and the manner in which it is generated are quite important. The existence of sincere dialogue within the team achieves a climate of trust and helps people open up and share their individual purposes. This is vital in building common purpose—a purpose that comes to be shared by everyone.

But, how well do we know the individual purposes of the people who work in our organization? Do we provide them space, so that they can think about and define their individual purpose? Once done, do we respect and acknowledge that purpose? Do we create environments where people feel comfortable and share their purpose? And do managers lead the way by sharing their own purpose? Certainly, answering such questions requires significant time, not to mention enough serenity to even raise them. For this reason, the process takes time. Consider this “the cost.” The advantage? It is quite clear: as the organization invests time in the generation of shared purpose, the door will open for team members to identify with the purpose and assume it as their own, thereby increasing commitments throughout the organization.

Yet, it is important to remember that the creation and connection of purpose is a continuous process. Endless, one might say. There are at least two
reasons for this: first, because circumstances change and just as the organization needs to continually adapt to the environment, the purpose must also adapt to these new circumstances. This is not to say that an organization’s purpose is like a weather vane. What it means, however, is that as the environment evolves, it will require that organizations adapt and revalidate to ensure that their purpose relates to new market demands. Second, shifts in personnel bring new staff to teams. With the integration of new team members, maintaining an ongoing dialogue becomes increasingly important so that purpose remains common and shared.

Finally, shared purpose, its creation and proliferation, can be an unstable equilibrium. This becomes most notable when trying to manage the balance between employees’ day-to-day requirements and their sense of purpose. Running the business from a genuine perspective of purpose requires a balance between the short and long view. The patience required for purpose and the pressure demanded by results drives a wedge that creates tension: if we focus only on the day-to-day routine, we distance ourselves from the purpose and if we focus only on purpose, sometimes we risk losing sight of the short-term business requirements. This tension necessitates knowing how to manage this instability, such that we live our everyday life with a sense of purpose, yet live our purpose with a sense of everyday life.

For these reasons, it is especially important to have tools for measuring and assessing the degree to which the organization is purpose-oriented, as intuition does not always go hand-in-hand with reality. It happens rather often that upon measuring, managers are amazed to find their efforts are not producing the expected results or, even worse, they are actually regressing. Of course, it also happens that some managers are pleasantly surprised to see their efforts yielding better results than expected. Maintaining a high level of purpose (something that should be natural in all organizations) requires taking the pulse of the organization frequently, without ever letting down one’s guard. The more we are able to bring shared purpose into our sphere of work, the greater will be the effects and consequences for organizations.

Consequences of Having a Shared Purpose

From the perspective of the individual in the organization, we can distinguish at least three consequences of having a shared purpose: it increases commitment, proactivity, and extra-role behaviors (Fig. 10.3).

Several authors assert that commitment, first and foremost, expresses the link established between the person and the organization. More specifically,
that shared purpose generates what is called affective commitment, that is, the emotional bond that causes employees to stay in an organization because it feels like their own. There are also numerous studies that relate affective commitment to a decrease in rotation and absenteeism, an increase in employee satisfaction, as well as an increase in productivity and organizational performance.

While commitment is a connection, proactivity is a disposition—an attitude of wanting to contribute to the organization’s goals. In this case, employees feel a certain ownership, and also wish to contribute to advancing the shared purpose because they identify with it.

Finally, the third individual-level consequence is the generation of extra-role behaviors. That is the phenomenon in which employees willingly take on more than is required. It is a clear indication that people identify with the organization’s purpose as their own. But when purpose fails to change behaviors or express itself in concrete ways, it is neither as shared nor as internalized as had been thought.

In addition to individual consequences, shared purpose has consequences that impact the organization at a collective level. Some authors have stressed the importance of measuring the impact of purpose on a Unity-Profit curve. “Unity” is the variable that measures the degree to which company members identify with a given purpose, and “Profit” is understood as the company’s economic result. As shown by previous research, these two variables are not by themselves orthogonal, but, when analyzed together, they allow us to see what type of organization we are generating. For example, the organization with an effective purpose will result in high levels of the two variables and often exhibit extraordinary culture, compared to organizations that have only high levels of unity (paternalistic cultures), or only seek profitability (aggressive cultures), or low levels of both (bureaucratic cultures) (Fig. 10.4).

In light of such positive consequences resulting from the creation of shared purpose, we may ask ourselves, how best to achieve it? What tools can we deploy to enhance our purpose strength?

---

**Fig. 10.3** Individual outcomes of having a shared purpose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Proactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Extra-role Behaviors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

10 Measuring the Purpose Strength
Antecedents of Shared Purpose

In order to best structure an organization from a perspective of purpose, it is important to understand the logic that governs this process. We believe that the metaphor of the gardener describes it best. How do you grow a plant? Certainly not by stretching it, for if you do, it may damage the stem and perish. The art of gardening consists of creating and sustaining a suitable environment so that the plant can grow robustly. This concept applies to organizations and their design as well. Just as the gardener selects, waters, and fertilizes the land, we must work the organizational drivers within our control. However, one should not expect that by simply managing these drivers will result in an immediate effect. What can be expected is the generation of a working environment where people become increasingly aware of their role in the bigger picture, which in turn helps the purpose become more common and shared by everyone. These are the levers to be pulled. There are, at least, four key organizational levers on which we can act to design a purpose-oriented organization: strategy, systems, leadership, and communication (Fig. 10.5).

Strategy marks the way forward, but the real goal here lies in defining the strategy in such a way that unambiguously points the organization toward its stated purpose. This can be reinforced through the use of purpose-oriented objectives that make the strategy real and relatable to the purpose. It has been said that “purpose without objectives is a dead purpose. Likewise, objectives without purpose are blind objectives.” Purpose will not only help to provide a reason for working every day, but it also prioritizes our work putting emphasis and energy on those objectives that answer the company’s call. From this perspective, strategy will be more coherent and authentic to the extent that it helps put into practice the organization’s purpose.

The systems of a company are its policies and procedures, those that guide its people in their day-to-day work and move them down the path set out by its strategy. One of the aims of a management system should be to ensure that the organization’s purpose is noticed, and becomes part of and gives meaning
to daily work. The whole point about this is that “purpose” makes no difference, unless it changes the way people operate or the way they do business.\textsuperscript{13} Recruitment, training and development, task planning, performance evaluation, incentive systems, budget management, and the rest of the company’s policies should be focused on developing and enhancing the shared and common purpose. Otherwise, purpose becomes nothing but a slogan that appears on the website, appealed to in official speeches, but not very fertile as it lacks presence in people’s day-to-day reality. The core of any management system is that it drives the dynamics of the organization and that it has an impact on the employees’ daily activities to the point that employees might say: “I’m not here simply to achieve some objectives; instead, my work is oriented towards achieving the company’s shared purpose.”

Leadership is another major driver of shared purpose. A purpose-oriented organization requires leadership capable of reaching the hearts and minds of co-workers by generating an understanding that working for the common purpose is worthwhile.\textsuperscript{14} Two types of leadership can be distinguished. On the

Fig. 10.5 Organizational drivers that precede the shared purpose generation
one hand, there are managers and executives who promote the purpose, leading by example. This is recognized by co-workers and employees as authentic and coherent. Real leaders succeed in getting their people to strongly accept their words yet freely adhere to the organizational purpose. Recognizing and valuing the differences of each person within the organization, generating work teams in which cooperation takes precedence over competition, promoting co-creation, continuously appealing to the common purpose as the main motivating reason for day-to-day work, and delegating responsibility so that workers assume the mission of furthering the purpose—all are actions that depend on the organization’s leadership capacity. On the other hand, it is equally important that there exists a form of shared leadership: the kind of leadership that is exercised at all company levels and in all of its areas, in which co-workers mutually reinforce the transmission and identification with the organization’s purpose.\footnote{15}

Finally, consistent communication is a fundamental tool for transmitting organizational purpose in such a way that illuminates and fascinates all involved. Considering this as a driver, organizations must ensure the appropriate channels exist to, not only transmit the message, but also to show that decisions are justifiably based upon it. One of the design challenges is that organizations should be able to capture communication upwards. The key is to be able to grasp organizations’ feelings and thoughts and, in turn, promote purpose as part of an overall internal dialogue.

Measuring these four variables—strategy, systems, leadership, and communication—will allow leaders to understand the extent to which the company is properly managing those organizational levers that promote a shared purpose.

**Accelerators (or Decelerators) That Impact Shared Purpose**

Accelerators, or decelerators, are aspects that either positively or negatively impact the influence the drivers have on specific people within the organization. They must be understood and taken into account because they play a role in the effectiveness of the antecedents of purpose. Likewise, understanding and knowing how best to boost the drivers will make them more impactful (Fig. 10.6).

There are four determining factors that should be considered: trust between managers and workers, values held by team members, their motivations, and each employee’s purpose.
Some authors define trust as the decision to make oneself vulnerable to another person by assuming the risk of depending on that other person.\textsuperscript{16} Being vulnerable allows for more authentic and stronger relationships.\textsuperscript{17} Showing that we have made a mistake, opening up to others, sharing the aspects that are important to us, what motivates us, or our personal purpose, are evidence of making ourselves vulnerable.\textsuperscript{18} In this way, trust determines the relationship between the background and the creation of a shared purpose because, so long as there is trust, the resulting work environment will provide psychological safety,\textsuperscript{19} making it easier for people to open up and show themselves as they truly are. The generation of trust will facilitate getting to know the real person behind each character,\textsuperscript{20} to know and recognize their uniqueness and to treat them in a more authentic way.

Values and motivation express the deepest aspects of people, the ideals that govern their behavior, and the motives that drive them to act. We adhere to the proposals of authors who identify four types of values among an organization’s employees: increasing economic benefits, creating a comfortable relationship environment, developing personally and professionally, and ultimately contributing to the larger society.\textsuperscript{21} Pérez-López identified three types of motives\textsuperscript{22}: extrinsic ones, or what is received from outside (salary, recognition, fame, etc.), intrinsic ones, or what is acquired (learning, satisfaction, competences, virtues, etc.), and, finally, transcendent ones, or that which is given to others (service, caring, etc.). People’s values and motives will influence the creation of the shared purpose. Thus, for example, it will be easier to generate a shared purpose with people who have transcendent motives and among whom contribution values prevail, rather than with others whose motives are primarily extrinsic or intrinsic.\textsuperscript{23}
Finally, each employee’s personal purpose will also influence the generation of common and shared purpose. Having invested time in searching for, reflecting on and defining a personal purpose, one that gives meaning to day-to-day life, makes it easier to share as well as to analyze the extent to which the organization’s purpose encompasses the personal one. The more meaning and purpose, the easier it will be for people to share and identify with the organization’s common purpose.

Assessing in Order to Be Able to Improve

In this chapter, based on our experience and research, we have outlined the components of our Purpose Strength Model (see Fig. 10.1): a model that shows how certain variables are articulated around a shared purpose and establishes the basis for the development of a diagnostic tool.

From this model, having reliable and validated questionnaires for measuring the variables of the model will allow us to assess and to take to the pulse of an organization. These evaluations will allow us to be aware of the degree to which an organization has a purpose that gives meaning and guides day-to-day activities. Moreover, statistical analysis can help us to understand how the variables are related between themselves and to establish concrete plans that help boost it, measuring the progress and impact that the implemented actions have on the organization over time.

We do not consider this proposal to be a closed model. Future research will allow us to expand its scope and depth by including new variables, such as taking into account the purpose of other stakeholders, customer satisfaction, favorable purchasing attitudes, and the reputation or the relevance of the corporate brand.

That future research may indicate adjustments to our model does not dissuade us; indeed, this idea fascinates us. The ability to expand the frontiers of knowledge on how to generate inspiring organizations drives us. This is our goal: to deepen our understanding of the dynamics of developing purpose-driven organizations, to generate practical tools that make this a reality, and to help companies generate more sustainable work environments that combine unity and profit.
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When I was a child, I admired those who were in business. From the glamorous to the mundane, I loved how companies did so many good things for people. They made movies and videogames but also cars, highways, furniture, clothing, toys, and so on. I thought companies that provided such essential products and services should be very interesting places to play a part in creating a better society. Years after, I enrolled in business administration studies but what I encountered was profoundly disappointing. Everything I learned was about statistics and theories regarding market forces, profitability, competitiveness, productivity, money, and power. In this world, people were merely resources, objects, regarded all too often as fungible.

One day, my professor of strategy wrote a quote on the blackboard that made a lasting impression on me. It was from a Nobel Prize economist and it said: “The only purpose of a company is to maximize shareholder profit.” Outraged, I raised my hand and said: “Do you really think I am going to dedicate my professional life solely to make money for shareholders?” He responded indignantly, “you must be a communist!” To which I replied: “No, I am not a communist, but I think I have made the wrong career choice!”

A few months later I graduated and decided to forget all about the business world. I was deeply upset with myself, thinking that I had wasted the last few years of my life studying things that had nothing to do with me. I felt completely lost.

I grabbed a backpack and headed off to India.

Epilogue

Carlos Rey
Shortly after arriving, I located a Tibetan refugee camp where I stayed and became friends with a Buddhist monk. We spent long hours meditating and chatting about our inner self. I traveled through India, rode elephants, visited villages and towns, and temples of many religions and tribes. I was filling my backpack with unique experiences full of life.

One day, while chatting on the meaning of life with a National Geographic journalist, I learned of Kalighat, a Hindu temple in the city of Calcutta dedicated to Kali, the goddess of death. Years ago, the temple was donated to the Missionaries of Charity and, since then, it had become a home for the homeless and terminally ill. My friend encouraged me to visit Kalighat and said: “if you want to understand the meaning of life, you must first face the meaning of death.”

Two days later I got on a train to Calcutta. When I arrived at the house of the Missionaries of Charity, I found the nuns silently meditating in the chapel. I stayed outside, peeking in to not disturb them. One of the nuns who was sitting on the floor near the door gestured for me to sit next to her. I went in and sat down. When I looked closely, I could not believe my eyes. Do you know who it was? Mother Teresa of Calcutta!

It was a moment that’s hard to put into words. Needless to say, I never imagined I would even get to see her. And there I was, sitting silently by one of the most admired people in the world. At the end of the meditation session, Mother took me onto the patio next to the chapel and after some conversation, I said to her: “Mother, I want to go to Kalighat.” She looked at me profoundly with an expression that is hard to describe and said: “You can go to Kalighat but every morning before leaving, you must come here and do an hour of meditation.” She was so right.

When I arrived in Kalighat I was asked to take care of an infirmed Hindu man who had not had a family or a roof over his head his entire life. They said to me: “You will be his family, his father, his mother, his brother.” And so that is what I became. Every day I meditated with Mother Teresa for an hour and the rest of the day I spent my time caring for the Hindu man. I washed him, I fed him, I cut his hair and nails, I recited Hindu verses to him, and I sang songs to him, but most of the time I just sat next to him holding his hand. They were unforgettable days in which I, paradoxically, felt extremely happy.

Until finally, fate struck. The man whom I had come to love like a brother died in my arms. I felt my soul crying out. All the injustice of the world was upon me. Nothing made sense. After three months in India, where I came to find meaning, I felt like I had found none at all. That night, I lay awake searching for answers.
The next morning, I sat next to Mother for meditation, but I was devastated. Even with the best meditation techniques from my friend, the Buddhist monk, I could not stay focused.

At the end of the hour of silence, Mother Teresa, as though she had read my mind, invited me again onto the patio next to the chapel. It was only five or so minutes, but her message has stayed with me forever: “Put love into everything you do.”

That was the end of my trip. That day I came to understand with an extraordinary clarity that everything I had studied about market forces, competitiveness, profit, power, those things I had once dismissed, now had a very different meaning to me. That phrase, which came from the lips of the most humble person, who spent her life working for the poorest of the poor, is the essence of everything written in this book. For it describes the golden rule of becoming a purpose-driven organization: No matter what you do, make sure to put love into everything you do.
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